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Abstract
Keywords—Method of Moments (MoM), Stratiﬁed Media, Green’s Functions.
A complete mixed-potential integral equation formulation for the analysis of arbitrarily
shaped scatterers in a planarly layered medium is presented. The integral equation is
able to solve for simultaneous electric and magnetic surface currents using a Method of
Moments (MoM) procedure.
The MoM formulation which was developed uses vector-valued basis functions deﬁned over
a triangular mesh and are used to model electric currents on conducting scatterers and
magnetic currents on slotline structures. The Green’s functions employed in the analysis
were developed for a stratiﬁed medium using a Sommerfeld plane wave formulation.
The scheme used for ﬁlling the method of moments matrix was designed to simultaneously
solve multiple problems that are stacked and separated by an inﬁnite conducting ground
plane. The ﬁlling algorithm also eﬃciently packs partially symmetric matrices, which
are present when solving problems that support a combination of electric and magnetic
currents.
Several examples are presented to illustrate and validate the analysis method. Numerical
predictions of the scattering parameters (both magnitude and phase) show good corre-
spondence with results from literature and measured data.
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Opsomming
Sleutelwoorde—Metode van Momente (MoM), Gelaagde media, Green’s Funksies.
’n Volledige gemengde potensiaal integraalvergelyking formulering vir die analise van
stralers van arbitreˆre vorm binne gelaagde strukture word aangebied. Die integraalverge-
lyking kan gelyktydige elektriese en magnetiese oppervlakstrome oplos deur die Metode
van Momente (MoM) te gebruik.
Die MoM formulering gebruik vektor basis funksies wat oor ’n driehoekige diskretisering
gedeﬁnieer word om elektriese strome op geleidende stralers en magnetiese strome op
gleuﬂyn strukture te modelleer. Die Green’s funksies wat in die analise gebruik word,
is ontwikkel vir gelaagde media deur gebruik te maak van Sommerfeld se platvlakgolf
formulering.
Die metode wat gebruik word om the moment matriks te vul, is ontwerp om meervoudige
gestapelde probleme wat deur oneindig geleidende grondvlakke geskei word, gelyktydig op
te los. Gedeeltelik simmetriese matrikse word ook eﬀektief gevul. Hierdie matrikse kom
voor wanneer probleme ’n kombinasie van elektriese en magnetiese strome ondersteun.
Verskeie voorbeelde word gebruik om die analise metode te veriﬁeer. Numeriese voor-
spellings van strooiparameters (beide grootte en hoek) vergelyk baie goed met resultate
en gemete data wat in die literatuur gevind is.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the past several years, designers of microwave integrated circuits have come to depend
heavily on computer-aided techniques to reduce design time and improve performance.
Accurate full-wave electromagnetic models are now often required to account for eﬀects
such as dispersion, surface waves, radiation and coupling. Three numerical techniques,
applicable to general electromagnetic problems, have attracted considerable interest: the
Method of Moments (MoM) and its variants [1], the Finite Element Method (FEM) [2],
and the Finite Diﬀerence Time Domain (FDTD) method [3]. Among these approaches,
the MoM is widely regarded as one of the most popular techniques for the solution of
the mixed-potential integral equation (MPIE) for printed geometries in planarly layered
media [4], [5], [6].
While some Method of Moments procedures address speciﬁc geometries such as open
circuits and gaps [7], others are intended for application to arbitrary conﬁgurations. In
the latter category, the literature oﬀers techniques based on MoM where the current on
a conductor is expanded over rectangular subdomains in an approximate solution to the
electric-ﬁeld integral equation (EFIE) [8], [9] or the mixed-potential integral equation
(MPIE) [10].
In 1982, Rao, Wilton and Glisson [11] introduced triangular subdomain basis functions
to analyse general 3D structures in a homogeneous medium. These are widely used
where the eﬀect of the environment can be neglected, but does exclude many problems
of practical interest where the proximity of the earth should be taken into account. This
technique was extended in 1985 to inhomogeneous microstrip conﬁgurations to compute
the surface current distribution and S-parameters of microstrip discontinuities [12], [13].
The triangular discretisation oﬀers several advantages over rectangular subdomains—the
triangles easily conform to any arbitrary geometry and oﬀer greater ﬂexibility in the use
1
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of nonuniform discretisations.
The mixed-potential form of the electric ﬁeld integral equation is favoured over the electric
and magnetic ﬁeld integral equation formulations because it requires only the potential
forms of the Green’s functions, which are less singular in comparison with the components
of the electric ﬁeld Green’s dyadic. Also, the Sommerfeld integrals it requires converge
faster than those present in any other form of the EFIE [6].
The pioneer study on electromagnetic wave propagation in stratiﬁed media was by Som-
merfeld, who investigated the radiowave propagation above a lossy ground as early as
1909 [14]. Later, several authors extended these theories to arbitrary stratiﬁed media and
applied this model to practical microstrip structures [15], [16]. An important advance
in increasing analysis capabilities, was presented in 1990. The new procedure was able
to analyse models consisting of predominantly planar structures and, the objects were
permitted to penetrate one or more of the interfaces between dielectric layers [6], [17].
Michalski pointed out that the success of previous eﬀorts is attributed to the fact that
the structures could only support either horizontal or vertical components of current.
Circuits containing slots and conductors constitute the most general type of planar struc-
tures. Numerous investigators have presented approximate analytical techniques to char-
acterise these structures with application to circuit elements [18], [19] and [20]. Numer-
ical techniques supporting only electric currents, require that inﬁnite ground planes be
modelled as ﬁnite size conductors. Meshing of these ground planes requires unnecessary
computational eﬀort and memory. In comparison, analysis procedures that mesh slotline
interfaces were introduced. As an example, a full-wave space-domain analysis of aperture
coupled shielded microstrip lines was reported in [21]. The approach developed Green’s
functions in the form of waveguide modes. More recently, [22] contributed to the applica-
tion of mixed meshes in MoM modelling. Both rectangular and triangular basis functions
were employed to model electric and magnetic surface currents speciﬁcally applicable to
microstrip-slotline multi-layered circuits. No provision is made for vertical conductors.
In this thesis a full-wave analysis of arbitrary objects embedded in multi-layered circuits
is presented. The mixed-potential integral equation formulation for inﬁnite open pla-
nar structures is extended to account for the eﬀects of horizontal and vertical shielding
structures and makes provision for simultaneous electric and magnetic currents. Electric
surface currents are introduced on the surface of conducting apertures and magnetic sur-
face currents are introduced at slotline interfaces. This approach eliminates the meshing
of ground planes altogether. Vertical shielding walls are meshed and connected to hori-
zontal conducting materials through half and multiple basis functions. A triangular mesh
is used to model unknown currents. Finally, the formulation is tested and veriﬁed using
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a diverse set of problems. The results obtained compare very well with measured and
computed data available in the literature.
1.1 Overview of the thesis
The aim of this thesis is to develop a Method of Moments formulation that can solve for
simultaneous electric and magnetic currents in multi-layered geometries.
Chapter 2 develops the Green’s functions of a dipole in planarly layered media. The
formulation presents a summary of work done by Chew [23], Van Tonder [24] and Michal-
ski [6]. In Section 2.7 an analytic approach to evaluating the curl of the vector potential
Green’s functions is presented.
Chapter 3 describes the numerical evaluation of the Sommerfeld-type Green’s functions
developed in Chapter 2. The existence of numerical diﬃculties in the integrand is dis-
cussed and the proposed solution algorithms are described. Section 3.2 presents Mosig’s
Method of Averages which is used to evaluate the tail integrals, and Section 3.3 presents
a technique to extract static parts from the integral kernels to increase convergence.
The Method of Moments formulation solving for a combination of electric and magnetic
currents is developed in Chapter 4. Section 4.1 discusses boundary conditions and the
equivalence principle utilised to solve the electric and magnetic ﬁelds as a function of
the vector and scalar potentials, which are intermediate functions directly related to
the sources. A summary of the work done by Rao, Wilton and Glisson [11], on the
moment method formulation using a triangular discretisation in free space, is included
in Section 4.2. Also presented in this section is a deﬁnition of additional half and extra
basis functions. In Section 4.4 a partitioned matrix equation was deﬁned. This system
of simultaneous linear equations is solved for the unknown electric and magnetic current
distributions. Finally, Section 4.7 presents the technique used for extracting scattering
parameters.
The proposed formulation is veriﬁed in Chapter 5 by applying the method to examples
of varying complexity, each aimed at the evaluation of a diﬀerent numerical property.
Results are compared with measured and computed results available in the literature.
Finally, Chapter 6 ends with general conclusions. Section 6.1 contains a critical evaluation
of the code developed with recommendations to future development.
Chapter 2
Green’s Functions of a Dipole in
Layered Media
In this Chapter the Green’s functions of a dipole embedded in a multi-layered medium are
considered. Using the formulation of Chew [23] and van Tonder [24] and [25], the Green’s
functions for the vector and scalar potentials are developed in the frequency domain. The
formulation is presented for an electric dipole source, the principle of duality is discussed
and appropriate results for a magnetic source are listed. The Green’s functions will be used
in the method of moments formulation of Chapter 4 to compute surface current densities
and scattering parameters. Throughout, familiarity with Chew [23] will be assumed.
2.1 Statement of the Problem
Consider the geometry shown in Fig. 2.1. The medium consists of N dielectric layers
separated by N − 1 planar interfaces parallel to the xy plane of a Cartesian coordinate
system. Each layer extends to inﬁnity in the transverse directions and consists of an
isotropic, homogeneous material. The medium of the ith layer is characterised by perme-
ability µi and permittivity i, which may be complex if the medium is lossy. Regions 1
and N are half-spaces and extend to ±∞ in the z direction. An electric impedance wall
may be introduced at any interface z = −d1 to z = −dN−1.
The source is sinusoidally time-varying. It is located in Region m at (x, y, z) = (0, 0, z′)
and can be an electric or magnetic dipole directed horizontally along the x-axis, or verti-
cally along the z-axis. The observation point is inside the nth layer.
The analysis will be presented by ﬁrst solving for the ﬁelds of an electric dipole in free
4
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z
Region 1 (µ1, 1)
z = −d1
Region 2 (µ2, 2)
z = −d2
...
z = −dm−2
z = −dm−1
Region m− 1 (µm−1, m−1)
z = −dm
Region m (µm, m) Source at z = z′
z = −dm+1
Region m + 1 (µm+1, m+1)
...
z = −dN−2
Region N − 1 (µN−1, N−1)
z = −dN−1
Region N (µN , N )
Figure 2.1: Multi-layered medium with Hertzian dipole point source in the
mth layer.
space. This formulation will be extended to calculate the ﬁelds of a dipole embedded
in a layered medium by matching boundary conditions across the discontinuities at the
planar interfaces. Using Sommerfeld’s identity, the free-space solution is transformed to a
summation of TM- and TE-type plane waves in the z direction. These are characteristic
of stratiﬁed media and present a convenient form to easily match boundary conditions
relating incident and reﬂected plane waves at the layer interfaces. Finally, the Green’s
functions for the normal components of ﬁeld are related to the Green’s functions for the
vector and scalar potentials. These relations will be derived and interpreted using a
spectral domain approach.
2.2 Electric Dipole Fields in Free Space
The ﬁelds in a homogeneous, isotropic and unbounded medium due to a point current
source directed in the αˆ direction, can be derived using a dyadic Green’s function ap-
proach.
Maxwell’s equations for the sinusoidally time-harmonic case, with the ﬁctitious magnetic
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current density M assumed to be zero, can be written as1
∇× E = −jωµH
∇×H = jωE+ J.
(2.1)
The general form of the vector wave equation following from Eqn. 2.1, is
∇×∇× E(r)− k2E(r) = −jωµJ(r). (2.2)
By using the identity ∇×∇×E = −∇2E+∇∇·E and ∇·E = ρ/ = −∇·J/jω, which
follows from the continuity equation, Eqn. 2.2 can be written as
(∇2 + k2)E(r) = jωµ
(
I¯+
∇∇
k2
)
· J(r) (2.3)
where I is the unit dyadic. Note that there are three scalar wave equations embedded in
the above vector equation.
The Green’s function of a wave equation represents the response of a physical system in
space due to a point source excitation. Using the Green’s function, the linearity of the
wave equation, and the principle of superposition, the solution due to a general source
can be found. Consequently, to obtain the solution to Eqn. 2.3, we ﬁrst seek the Green’s
function that satisﬁes the scalar wave equation
(∇2 + k2)g(r, r′) = −δ(r− r′). (2.4)
Eqn. 2.4 alone is insuﬃcient to determine the Green’s function uniquely, and therefore
g(r, r′) must satisfy additional radiation and boundary conditions. Ishimaru [26] presents
a complete analysis on ﬁnding the closed form solution for unbounded space to Eqn. 2.4,
g(r, r′) = g(r− r′) = e
−jk|r−r′|
4π|r− r′| . (2.5)
Eqn. 2.5 is known as the free-space Green’s function for homogeneous media. Notice that
g(r, r′) depends only on |r− r′|, implying translational invariance.
To ﬁnd the dyadic Green’s function for the vector wave equation of Eqn. 2.3, an integral
linear superposition of the solution of Eqn. 2.4 is used. Consequently,
E(r) = −jωµ
∫
V
g(r− r′)
(
I¯+
∇′∇′
k2
)
· J(r′)dv′. (2.6)
1A harmonic time convention of ejωt is assumed and suppressed throughout the text. This is the same
as van Tonder [24], while Chew [23] uses the e−iωt time convention. The one can be deduced from the
other by replacing ω ↔ −ω in all equations.
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Alternatively, using vector identities and reciprocity, Eqn. 2.6 can be written as
E(r) = −jωµ
∫
V
G¯EJ(r, r
′) · J(r′)dv′ (2.7)
where
G¯EJ(r, r
′) =
(
I¯+
∇∇
k2
) e−jk|r−r′|
4π|r− r′| . (2.8)
For an electric dipole source at the origin and directed in the αˆ direction, J(r) = αˆIδ(r),
and the electric ﬁeld is given by
E(r) = −jωµ
(
I¯+
∇∇
k2
)
· αˆIe
−jkr
4πr
(2.9)
with I the current moment and k = ω
√
µ the wave number of the homogeneous medium.
Furthermore, from Maxwell’s equation ∇ × E = −jωµH, the magnetic ﬁeld due to a
Hertzian dipole is
H(r) = ∇× αˆIe
−jkr
4πr
. (2.10)
2.3 Electric Dipole Fields in a Layered Medium
Coherent, time-harmonic electromagnetic waves propagating in a planarly layered, isotropic
medium can be decomposed into transverse magnetic (TM) and transverse electric (TE)
waves. The problem of an electric Hertzian source embedded in a layered medium is
equivalent to a one-dimensional problem and the propagation of the TM and TE waves
are completely decoupled from each other—they are only coupled at the source.
A unique solution is found by ﬁrst solving the problem for each piecewise constant region
and then matching boundary conditions across the discontinuities at the interfaces. These
conditions require that nˆ× E and nˆ×H be continuous in a source free region.
Using the Sommerfeld identity∫
C
J0(kρρ)
kρ
jkz
e−jkz |z|dkρ =
e−jkr
r
, (2.11)
where C is a path from 0 to ∞, and changing the order of integration and diﬀerentiation,
Eqns. 2.9 and 2.10 can be rewritten as
E(r) = −jωµ I
4π
∫ ∞
0
(
I¯+
∇∇
k2
)
· αˆJ0(kρρ) kρ
jkz
e−jkz |z|dkρ (2.12)
and
H(r) =
I
4π
∫ ∞
0
∇× αˆJ0(kρρ) kρ
jkz
e−jkz |z|dkρ. (2.13)
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By realising that the ﬁeld Green’s function is the ﬁeld response for a point source,
Eqns. 2.12 and 2.13 may be directly interpreted as the Green’s functions for the electric
and magnetic ﬁelds respectively. The Green’s functions describing the normal compo-
nents of ﬁeld Ez and Hz are evaluated for individually x and z directed sources. These
are suﬃcient to calculate all transverse ﬁeld components.
For a horizontal electric dipole (HED) located in medium m and pointing in the x direc-
tion, αˆ = xˆ. Hence, the Green’s functions characterising the orthogonal wave components
in medium n are
GzxEJ,n =
I
4π
j
ωn
cosφ
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)k
2
ρF
HED
Ez dkρ
GzxHJ,n =
I
4π
sinφ
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)
k2ρ
jkmz
FHEDHz
µm
µn
dkρ.
(2.14)
In the notation for the Green’s function G, the subscripts indicate the ﬁeld (E or H)
due to a speciﬁc source type (J or M). The two superscripts give the corresponding
component of the Green’s function and of the source, for example Gzx is the z component
of the Green’s function at point r due to an x directed point current source located at r′.
The functions FHEDEz and F
HED
Hz
are the z-dependent solutions of wave propagation for a
horizontal electric dipole source embedded in a multi-layered substrate.
A vertical electric dipole (VED) has αˆ = zˆ. For the source located in medium m,
Eqns. 2.12 and 2.13 give the Green’s functions for the normal components of ﬁeld in
layer n as
GzzEJ,n = −
I
4π
j
ωn
∫ ∞
0
J0(kρρ)
k3ρ
jkmz
F V EDEz dkρ
GzzHJ,n = 0,
(2.15)
implying the absence of a normal ﬁeld component for TE wave propagation.
The physical interpretation of Eqns. 2.14 and 2.15 are that the z component of the ﬁeld
can be expanded as an integral summation of cylindrical waves in the ρ direction and a
plane wave in the z direction over all wave numbers kρ. Since cylindrical waves may be
represented as linear superpositions of plane waves, the integrands in fact consist of a
superposition of TM- or TE-type plane waves [23].
For the ith medium, kiz represents the wave number in the z direction in the same sense
that kρ is the wave number in the ρ direction. The relation k
2
iz = k
2
i − k2ρ holds where the
square roots deﬁning kiz and ki are to be taken with negative imaginary parts.
Following the formulation of Chew [23] for planarly layered media, the terms FHEDEz , F
HED
Hz
and F V EDEz can be computed depending on the source and observation layers.
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Observation point and source in the same layer, n = m
The solution for a ﬁnite thickness layer with the source inside, is the sum of the particular
and homogeneous solutions.
The particular solution corresponds to the source embedded and radiating in an un-
bounded homogeneous medium of the same characteristics as the mth layer. In the spec-
tral domain z-dependency of the solution is of the form e−jkmz |z−z
′|.2
Inside the mth layer the z variation of the solution is augmented by a downgoing wave
plus an upgoing wave. For the HED and the VED
FHEDEz = ∓e−jkmz |z−z
′| + BTM,HEDm e
jkmzz + DTM,HEDm e
−jkmzz
FHEDHz = e
−jkmz |z−z′| + BTE,HEDm e
jkmzz + DTE,HEDm e
−jkmzz
F V EDEz = e
−jkmz |z−z′| + BTM,V EDm e
jkmzz + DTM,V EDm e
−jkmzz.
(2.16)
The last two terms are due to reﬂected waves at the region boundaries. The amplitude
coeﬃcients Bm and Dm are found by deriving transmission line constraint conditions for
the waves at z = −dm−1 and z = −dm. The downgoing wave for z > z′ is a consequence
of the reﬂection of the upgoing wave for z > z′ at z = −dm−1. Similarly, for z < z′, the
upgoing and downgoing waves at z = −dm are related. The amplitude coeﬃcients are
given by the simultaneous solution to the expressed relations, i.e.,
BTM,HEDm = R˜
TM
m,m−1
[
−e−jkmz |dm−1+z′| + e−jkmz(dm−dm−1)R˜TMm,m+1e−jkmz |dm+z
′|
]
M˜TMm e
jkmzdm−1
DTM,HEDm = R˜
TM
m,m+1
[
+e−jkmz |dm+z
′| − e−jkmz(dm−dm−1)R˜TMm,m−1e−jkmz |dm−1+z
′|
]
M˜TMm e
−jkmzdm
BTE,HEDm = R˜
TE
m,m−1
[
+e−jkmz |dm−1+z
′| + e−jkmz(dm−dm−1)R˜TEm,m+1e
−jkmz |dm+z′|
]
M˜TEm e
jkmzdm−1
DTE,HEDm = R˜
TE
m,m+1
[
+e−jkmz |dm+z
′| + e−jkmz(dm−dm−1)R˜TEm,m−1e
−jkmz |dm−1+z′|
]
M˜TEm e
−jkmzdm
BTM,V EDm = R˜
TM
m,m−1
[
+e−jkmz |dm−1+z
′| + e−jkmz(dm−dm−1)R˜TMm,m+1e
−jkmz |dm+z′|
]
M˜TMm e
jkmzdm−1
DTM,V EDm = R˜
TM
m,m+1
[
+e−jkmz |dm+z
′| + e−jkmz(dm−dm−1)R˜TMm,m−1e
−jkmz |dm−1+z′|
]
M˜TMm e
−jkmzdm
(2.17)
and
M˜TMm = [1− R˜TMm,m−1R˜TMm,m+1e−2jkmz(dm−dm−1)]−1
M˜TEm = [1− R˜TEm,m−1R˜TEm,m+1e−2jkmz(dm−dm−1)]−1.
(2.18)
R˜i,i−1 and R˜i,i+1 are the generalised reﬂection coeﬃcients that relate the amplitude of
the reﬂected wave to the amplitude of the incident wave. These include the eﬀect of
2Some sources generate a ﬁeld that is odd-symmetric about z′ in a homogeneous medium, of the form
∓e−jkmz|z−z′|.
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subsurface reﬂection and can be written as
R˜i,i−1 =
Ri,i−1 + R˜i−1,i−2e−2jki−1,z(di−1−di−2)
1 + Ri,i−1R˜i−1,i−2e−2jki−1,z(di−1−di−2)
R˜i,i+1 =
Ri,i+1 + R˜i+1,i+2e
−2jki+1,z(di+1−di)
1 + Ri,i+1R˜i+1,i+2e−2jki+1,z(di+1−di)
(2.19)
with Ri,i−1 and Ri,i+1 the Fresnel coeﬃcients
RTMi,i−1 =
i−1kiz − iki−1,z
i−1kiz + iki−1,z
RTEi,i−1 =
µi−1kiz − µiki−1,z
µi−1kiz + µiki−1,z
(2.20)
and
RTMi,i+1 =
i+1kiz − iki+1,z
i+1kiz + iki+1,z
RTEi,i+1 =
µi+1kiz − µiki+1,z
µi+1kiz + µiki+1,z
.
(2.21)
It is important to note that RTM is the reﬂection coeﬃcient associated with either
Htangential or Enormal, while R
TE is the reﬂection coeﬃcient associated with Etangential
or µHnormal.
Eqn. 2.19 can be solved recursively for R˜i,i−1 or R˜i,i+1 in all layers knowing the termination
of Regions 1 and N . With Region N extending to −∞, R˜N,N+1 = 0. When a perfect
electric conductor (PEC) is present at z = −dN−1 however, boundary conditions for the
total normal ﬁeld components are Enormal = 2Eincident and Hnormal = 0 (or for the total
tangential ﬁeld components Etangential = 0 and Htangential = 2Hincident). Thus R˜
TE
N−1,N = −1
and R˜TMN−1,N = 1. Similar results hold when Region 1 is a half-space or the plane at z = −d1
is a perfect electric conductor.
Note that in Eqn. 2.16, the direct term for an HED shows opposite signs for the downgoing
and upgoing waves. This is because Ez for an HED is odd about z = z
′ and may be proved
using the Sommerfeld identity Eqn. 2.11, and taking the derivative in Eqn. 2.9.
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Observation point in layer n < m
Using the recursive method of [23]3, the z-dependence of the ﬁeld in Region n can be
written as
FHEDEz = A
TM,HED+
n
[
e−jknzz + R˜TMn,n−1e
2jknzdn−1+jknzz
]
FHEDHz = A
TE,HED+
n
[
e−jknzz + R˜TEn,n−1e
2jknzdn−1+jknzz
]
F V EDEz = A
TM,V ED+
n
[
e−jknzz + R˜TMn,n−1e
2jknzdn−1+jknzz
]
,
(2.22)
with A+n the amplitude of the upgoing wave, given by
A+n e
jknzdn = A+me
jkmzdm
m−1∏
i=n
(
e−jki+1,z(di+1−di)S+i+1,i
)
(2.23)
and
S+i+1,i =
Ti+1,i
1−Ri,i+1R˜i,i−1e−2jkiz(di−di−1)
. (2.24)
To calculate A+m, substitute Eqn. 2.17 back into Eqn. 2.16 and write all terms with a
common denominator. The resulting equation clearly separates into an upgoing and a
downgoing wave, one of which resembles a form similar to Eqn. 2.22. The amplitude of
the upgoing wave in the source layer can be logically deduced and the expressions are
given by
ATM,HED+m =
[
−ejkmzz′ + e−jkmz(2dm+z′)R˜TMm,m+1
]
M˜TMm
ATE,HED+m =
[
+ejkmzz
′
+ e−jkmz(2dm+z
′)R˜TEm,m+1
]
M˜TEm
ATM,V ED+m =
[
+ejkmzz
′
+ e−jkmz(2dm+z
′)R˜TMm,m+1
]
M˜TMm .
(2.25)
Note that the transmission coeﬃcient Ti+1,i of Eqn. 2.24 is connected to the reﬂection
coeﬃcient Ri+1,i through the relation Ti+1,i = 1 + Ri+1,i.
Observation point in layer n > m
Similar to the calculation of the upgoing wave in a layer n < m, the z-dependence of the
ﬁeld in Region n, with n > m, can be found4
FHEDEz = A
TM,HED−
n
[
ejknzz + R˜TMn,n+1e
−2jknzdn−jknzz
]
FHEDHz = A
TE,HED−
n
[
ejknzz + R˜TEn,n+1e
−2jknzdn−jknzz
]
F V EDEz = A
TM,V ED−
n
[
ejknzz + R˜TMn,n+1e
−2jknzdn−jknzz
]
,
(2.26)
3[23, Eqns. 2.4.8 and 2.4.9] are erroneous
4[23, Eqns. 2.4.11 and 2.4.12] are erroneous
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with A−n the amplitude of the downgoing wave, given by
A−n e
−jknzdn−1 = A−me
−jkmzdm−1
n−1∏
i=m
(
e−jkiz(di−di−1)S−i,i+1
)
(2.27)
and
S−i,i+1 =
Ti,i+1
1−Ri+1,iR˜i+1,i+2e−2jki+1,z(di+1−di)
. (2.28)
To calculate the amplitude of the downgoing wave in the source layer A−m, the same
procedure as was used to calculate the amplitude of the upgoing wave is applied, giving
ATM,HED−m =
[
+e−jkmzz
′ − ejkmz(2dm−1+z′)R˜TMm,m−1
]
M˜TMm
ATE,HED−m =
[
+e−jkmzz
′
+ ejkmz(2dm−1+z
′)R˜TEm,m−1
]
M˜TEm
ATM,V ED−m =
[
+e−jkmzz
′
+ ejkmz(2dm−1+z
′)R˜TMm,m−1
]
M˜TMm .
(2.29)
2.4 Duality Principle and Magnetic Dipole Fields
No magnetic charge has yet been found to exist in nature [27]. In practice, however,
it is often convenient to use the concept of ﬁctitious magnetic currents and charges to
introduce symmetry in Maxwell’s equations. By making use of the simple but important
principle of duality, a given solution may be transformed to other useful ones leaving
Maxwell’s curl equations invariant. The following replacements will be used throughout
this thesis
E→ H J→M ρ→ ρm µ→ 
H→ −E M→ −J ρm → −ρ → µ .
(2.30)
The principle of duality may be utilised to save work in ﬁnding the solution to the ﬁelds in
a homogeneous medium due to a magnetic point current source directed in the αˆ direction.
A magnetic dipole can be simulated by a small electric current loop. The ﬁeld it generates
is dual to that of an electric Hertzian dipole. Ramo et al. [28] showed that a current loop
of area A and current I has a magnetic dipole moment m = IA, and this gives the same
form of magnetic ﬁeld as the electric ﬁeld given by an electric dipole with moment p = q.
For an electric Hertzian dipole, I = dq/dt = jωp. Hence, replacing p by µIA and
making duality interchanges, the ﬁelds of a magnetic dipole are found.
With M(r) = αˆjωµIAδ(r) the resulting ﬁeld equations are
E(r) = −jωµ∇× αˆIAe
−jkr
4πr
H(r) = k2
(
I¯+
∇∇
k2
)
· αˆIAe
−jkr
4πr
.
(2.31)
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Using the above relations the normal Green’s function expansions for TM and TE wave
propagation for a magnetic dipole embedded in a layered medium follow.
For a horizontal magnetic dipole (HMD) located in medium m and pointing in the x di-
rection, the respective Green’s functions for the normal ﬁeld component wave propagation
in medium n are
GzxEM,n = −jωµm
IA
4π
sinφ
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)
k2ρ
jkmz
FHMDEz
m
n
dkρ
GzxHM,n = −
IA
4π
cosφ
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)k
2
ρF
HMD
Hz
µm
µn
dkρ.
(2.32)
A vertical magnetic dipole (VMD) located in medium m has a zero Ez component, there-
fore no TM wave. Using Eqn. 2.31, the Green’s function expansion of the normal ﬁeld
component for TE wave propagation in medium n is
GzzHM,n =
IA
4π
∫ ∞
0
J0(kρρ)
k3ρ
jkmz
F V MDHz
µm
µn
dkρ. (2.33)
The expressions for FHMDEz , F
HMD
Hz
and F V MDHz may be computed using Eqns. 2.16, 2.22
and 2.26 (dependent on the respective source and observation layers) and the duality
interchange ↔ µ. For a complete analysis refer to Appendix E.
2.5 Vector and Scalar Potential Green’s Functions
The Green’s functions in layered media comprise Sommerfeld-type integrals, which are
extremely laborious to evaluate. The Method of Moments (MoM) procedure of Chapter 4
is based on a mixed-potential form of the electric ﬁeld integral equation (EFIE)—so
named, because it involves both vector and scalar potentials. The former is expressed
in terms of the induced current, and the latter in terms of the induced charge. The
mixed-potential EFIE (MPIE) is preferable to several other variants of the EFIE because
it requires only the potential forms of the Green’s functions. In layered media, this has a
pronounced advantage—the Sommerfeld integrals it requires are less singular and converge
faster than the ﬁeld forms present in any other form of the EFIE [6].
Time-varying electromagnetic ﬁelds are related to each other and to the charge and cur-
rent sources through Maxwell’s equations. Vector and scalar potentials are intermediate
functions which are directly related to the sources, and from which the electric and mag-
netic ﬁelds may be derived as
E = −jωA−∇Φ− 1

∇× F
H = −jωF−∇Ψ+ 1
µ
∇×A
(2.34)
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with A and Φ the magnetic vector and electric scalar potentials respectively; and F and Ψ
the dual electric vector and magnetic scalar potentials.
Now consider two arbitrary dipoles with moments Id and IdA located at r′. The vector
potentials at the point r due to these dipoles are
A(r) = G¯A(r|r′) · Id F(r) = G¯F (r|r′) · IdA (2.35)
where G¯A and G¯F are three-dimensional dyadic Green’s functions. The notation G
xy
A
gives the x component of the magnetic vector potential at point r created by a unity
moment y directed electric dipole at point r′. GxyF is the dual electric vector potential
element due to a magnetic dipole. Also, it is assumed that Id = IdA = 1. The vector
potentials for the unity moment dipoles pointing in an arbitrary direction αˆ, are therefore
A(r) = G¯A(r|r′) · αˆ F(r) = G¯F (r|r′) · αˆ. (2.36)
By introducing the magnetic vector potential in the Lorenz gauge jωµΦ + ∇ · A = 0,
the scalar potential associated with the directed electric dipole can be written as
jωµΦ = −∇ · G¯A(r|r′) · αˆ. (2.37)
It is also known that the scalar potential GΦ of a unit point charge is related to the scalar
potential Φ of a time-harmonic dipole pointing in the αˆ direction. The relation is given
by [29]
Φ = − 1
jω
∇GΦ(r|r′) · αˆ = 1
jω
∇′GΦ(r|r′) · αˆ. (2.38)
A comparison of Eqns. 2.37 and 2.38 establishes the connection between G¯A and GΦ,
namely that
jω
k2
∇ · G¯A(r|r′) = − 1
jω
∇GΦ(r|r′) = 1
jω
∇′GΦ(r|r′). (2.39)
From Eqn. 2.35 it follows that the magnetic vector potential for a given surface current
distribution is
A(r) =
∫
S
G¯A(r|r′) · Js(r′)dS ′. (2.40)
This surface current density Js causes a surface charge qs according to the continuity or
charge conservation rule ∇ · Js + jωqs = 0. The electric scalar potential associated with
the surface charge is given by
Φ(r) =
∫
S
GΦ(r|r′)qs(r′)dS ′ (2.41)
where GΦ is subject to satisfying the relationship between the vector and scalar potential
Green’s functions of Eqn. 2.39.
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Similar results hold for the electric potentials, i.e.,
F(r) =
∫
S
G¯F (r|r′) ·Ms(r′)dS ′
Ψ(r) =
∫
S
GΨ(r|r′)qms(r′)dS ′
(2.42)
with G¯F and GΨ the electric vector and magnetic scalar potential Green’s functions, and
qms the magnetic surface charge caused by the magnetic surface current density Ms.
2.6 Magnetic Potential Green’s Functions
The dyadic for the vector potential G¯A, can be expressed as
G¯A = (xˆG
xx
A + zˆG
zx
A )xˆ+ (yˆG
yy
A + zˆG
zy
A )yˆ + zˆG
zz
A zˆ. (2.43)
This form of the Green’s function results from the traditional Sommerfeld approach [14],
which postulates that a horizontal, say, x directed dipole, generates a z component in
addition to the x component of the vector potential. This is to satisfy the boundary
conditions at the interfaces between dielectric layers. However, one may as well take the
y component of the vector potential to accompany the primary x component. This leads
to an alternative form of the dyadic Green’s function
G¯A = (xˆG
xx
A + yˆG
yx
A )xˆ+ (xˆG
xy
A + yˆG
yy
A )yˆ + zˆG
zz
A zˆ. (2.44)
Note that except for GzzA , the corresponding components in Eqns. 2.43 and 2.44 are dif-
ferent, even though the same notation is used.
Several researchers have previously recognised the advantages of the MPIE formulation
in solving antenna problems in layered media. According to Michalski and Zheng [6], the
success of these eﬀorts can be attributed to the fact that the structures considered could
only support either vertical or horizontal components of current. It was also assumed
that the antenna or scatterer was conﬁned to a single layer.
When the medium is stratiﬁed, GΦ satisfying Eqn. 2.39 does not in general exist. Unlike
in free space, the vector and scalar potentials are not unique and the scalar potentials of
point charges associated with horizontal and vertical dipoles are not, in general, identical.
It now becomes a nontrivial task to formulate a mixed-potential integral equation (MPIE)
for objects of arbitrary shape in a layered medium.
Michalski and Zheng [6, 17] formulated an electric ﬁeld MPIE that extended an existing
solution technique developed for objects in free space. The solution employs the method
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of moment procedures originated by Rao, Wilton and Glisson [11] for an arbitrary surface
penetrating one or more interfaces.
The proposed solution introduces a scalar function KΦ and vector function P according
to
jω
k2
∇ · G¯A = 1
jω
∇′KΦ + jωP. (2.45)
Note that Eqn. 2.45 would have the desired form of Eqn. 2.39 if it were not for the
“correction term” comprising P. Michalski and Zheng have shown that this term may be
incorporated into a new vector potential kernel K¯A, via
K¯A = G¯A +∇P. (2.46)
Also, the choice of KΦ and P in Eqn. 2.45 is not unique. Three particularly useful choices
were discussed and the so-called Formulation C was shown to be simpler than the others in
the case where the object penetrates one or more layers. Note that both Formulations A
and B use the alternative form of the dyadic Green’s function given in Eqn. 2.44, while
Formulation C employs the traditional Sommerfeld form of G¯A given in Eqn. 2.43.
Following from Eqn. 2.45 with Px = Py = 0 in Formulation C, the relationship between
the vector and the scalar potential is
jω
k2
( ∂
∂x
GxxA +
∂
∂z
GzxA
)
=
1
jω
∂
∂x′
KΦ
jω
k2
( ∂
∂y
GyyA +
∂
∂z
GzyA
)
=
1
jω
∂
∂y′
KΦ
jω
k2
∂
∂z
GzzA =
1
jω
∂
∂z′
KΦ + jωPz.
(2.47)
The distinguishing feature of each formulation is the choice of the scalar potential kernel
KΦ, which also speciﬁes the vector P according to Eqn. 2.45. In Formulation C, KΦ can
be interpreted as the scalar potential of a point charge associated with a horizontal dipole,
i.e., KΦ = GΦ.
From Eqn. 2.46 it follows that Formulation C introduces two new entries, not present
in G¯A, to the dyadic kernel
KxzA =
∂
∂x
Pz,
KyzA =
∂
∂y
Pz
(2.48)
and adds an extra term to GzzA
KzzA = G
zz
A +
∂
∂z
Pz (2.49)
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where Pz is computed using Eqn. 2.47.
Hence, the dyadic kernel for the vector potential K¯A, using Formulation C of Michal-
ski et al. [6, Eqn. 48] is given by
K¯A = (xˆxˆ+ yˆyˆ)G
xx
A + xˆzˆK
xz
A + yˆzˆK
yz
A + zˆxˆG
zx
A + zˆyˆG
zy
A + zˆzˆK
zz
A . (2.50)
Formulation C enjoys a clear advantage over other formulations—undesirable contour
integrals cancel, which means that the scalar potential kernel is continuous with respect
to z′; and KΦ is continuous at the interfaces with respect to z, which results in considerable
simpliﬁcation in the numerical procedure when the source object penetrates one or more
interfaces [6].
To derive the Green’s functions, we write the potentials in the spectral domain in terms
of the normal components for the ﬁelds [24], [30]. Appendix B gives a detailed discussion
on deriving these relations
G˜xxA = −
µ
jky
G˜zxHJ
G˜yyA =
µ
jkx
G˜zyHJ
k2ρG˜
zx
A = jωµG˜
zx
EJ +
kxµ
ky
∂
∂z
G˜zxHJ
k2ρG˜
zy
A = jωµG˜
zy
EJ −
kyµ
kx
∂
∂z
G˜zyHJ
k2ρG˜
zz
A = jωµG˜
zz
EJ
G˜Φ =
jω
k2ρjkx
∂
∂z
G˜zxEJ −
( k
kρ
)2 1
jky
G˜zxHJ .
(2.51)
Furthermore, the three additional components in the vector potential kernel are
K˜xzA =
jkx
k2
∂
∂z
G˜zzA +
jkx
ω2
∂
∂z′
G˜Φ
K˜yzA =
jkx
k2
∂
∂z
G˜zzA +
jky
ω2
∂
∂z′
G˜Φ
K˜zzA =
(kρ
k
)2
G˜zzA +
1
ω2
∂2
∂z′∂z
G˜Φ.
(2.52)
Now, Eqns. 2.14 and 2.15 give the Green’s functions for the normal ﬁeld components Ez
and Hz. Using these relations, deﬁne—in the spectral domain—in terms of dyadic Green’s
functions
G˜zxEJ =
I
4πωn
FHEDEz
G˜zxHJ = −
I
4π
FHEDHz
kmz
µm
µn
(2.53)
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and
G˜zzEJ = −
I
4πωn
k2ρ
kmz
F V EDEz . (2.54)
Before computing the spatial domain Green’s functions, the kx and ky dependence of the
amplitudes in the spectral domain dyadic Green’s functions (Eqns. 2.53 and 2.54) must
be explicitly known. Realising that
GzxEJ = −jF−1{jkxG˜zxEJ}
GzxHJ = −jF−1{jkyG˜zxHJ}
and
GzzEJ = F−1{G˜zzEJ}, (2.55)
it follows that by means of a constant amplitude extraction and substitution into Eqn. 2.51,
the scalar potential Green’s function can be calculated from
G˜Φ =
ω
k2ρ
∂
∂z
G˜zxEJ −
( k
kρ
)2 1
j
G˜zxHJ (2.56)
and the elements for the dyadic vector potential from
G˜xxA = −
µ
j
G˜zxHJ
G˜yyA =
µ
j
G˜zyHJ = −
µ
j
G˜zxHJ
k2ρG˜
zx
A = jωµkxG˜
zx
EJ + kxµ
∂
∂z
G˜zxHJ
k2ρG˜
zy
A = jωµkyG˜
zy
EJ − kyµ
∂
∂z
G˜zyHJ
= jωµkyG˜
zx
EJ + kyµ
∂
∂z
G˜zxHJ
k2ρG˜
zz
A = jωµG˜
zz
EJ .
(2.57)
Note that the subtlety GxxA = G
yy
A , ﬁrst used in Eqn. 2.50, becomes apparent in the above
relations. Also, it suﬃces to evaluate for GΦ, G
xx
A , G
zx
A and from Eqn. 2.52 K
xz
A and K
zz
A .
By using Eqns. 2.52, 2.56 and 2.57, and applying the inverse Fourier identities of Eqn. A.5,
the Green’s functions in the frequency domain are obtained. For the scalar potential
associated with an HED, the Sommerfeld integral can be written as
GΦ =
I
4πn
∫ ∞
0
J0(kρρ)
( 1
kρ
∂
∂z
FHEDEz +
k2n
jkmzkρ
FHEDHz
µm
µn
)
dkρ. (2.58)
Similarly, the Green’s function potentials for GxxA and G
zx
A are given by
GxxA =
µnI
4π
∫ ∞
0
J0(kρρ)
kρ
jkmz
FHEDHz
µm
µn
dkρ (2.59)
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and
GzxA =
µnI
4π
cosφ
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)
(
−FHEDEz +
1
jkmz
∂
∂z
FHEDHz
µm
µn
)
dkρ. (2.60)
When calculating the additional components KxzA and K
zz
A in the vector potential kernel,
the equality
∂
∂z′
FHEDEz = −jkmzF V EDEz (2.61)
holds. Using this relation and substituting appropriate results from Eqn. 2.57 into
Eqn. 2.52, the Green’s function for KxzA is given by
KxzA =
µnI
4π
cosφ
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)
j
kmz
(k2m
k2n
∂
∂z
F V EDEz +
∂
∂z′
FHEDHz
µm
µn
)
dkρ (2.62)
and the Green’s function for KzzA is
KzzA = −
µnI
4π
∫ ∞
0
J0(kρρ)
[
j
( kρ
kmz
k2m
k2n
− kmz
kρ
)
F V EDEz +
j
kmzkρ
∂2
∂z′∂z
FHEDHz
µm
µn
]
dkρ. (2.63)
Note that Eqns. 2.58 to 2.63 are used when the source and observation points are in diﬀer-
ent non-adjacent layers and hence, FHEDEz , F
HED
Hz
and F V EDEz are given by either Eqn. 2.22
or 2.26. The numerical evaluation and convergence properties of the Sommerfeld integrals
will be discussed in Chapter 3. The integrand is slowly convergent and the possibility
of extracting static terms to increase convergence is considered when the observer and
source points are in the same, or adjacent layers.
To ﬁnd the solution for the electric vector and scalar potential Green’s functions K¯F andGΨ,
the principle of duality is again utilised. For a comprehensive analysis refer to Appendix F.
Also, to put the potential Green’s function analysis into perspective, the total ﬁeld Green’s
functions for planar media were also developed and are presented in Appendix G.
Finally, on substituting G¯ with K¯ in Eqns. 2.40 to 2.42, the magnetic vector and electric
scalar potentials may be redeﬁned as
A(r) =
∫
S
K¯A(r|r′) · Js(r′)dS ′
Φ(r) =
∫
S
GΦ(r|r′)qs(r′)dS ′
(2.64)
and the dual potentials as
F(r) =
∫
S
K¯F (r|r′) ·Ms(r′)dS ′
Ψ(r) =
∫
S
GΨ(r|r′)qms(r′)dS ′.
(2.65)
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2.7 Derivation of ∇× K¯F and ∇× K¯A
It follows from Eqn. 2.34, and the deﬁnitions for the potentials given in Eqns. 2.64 and 2.65,
that, by taking the curl of the vector potentials F and A, the terms ∇× K¯F and ∇× K¯A
should be implicitly evaluated. An analytic solution for determining the curl of the dyadic
Green’s function kernels was employed.
Using the deﬁnition for diﬀerential operators in Cartesian coordinates, ∇× K¯ evaluate to
(
∂
∂y
Kzx − ∂
∂z
Kyx)xˆxˆ+ (
∂
∂y
Kzy − ∂
∂z
Kyy)xˆyˆ + (
∂
∂y
Kzz − ∂
∂z
Kyz)xˆzˆ
+ (
∂
∂z
Kxx − ∂
∂x
Kzx)yˆxˆ+ (
∂
∂z
Kxy − ∂
∂x
Kzy)yˆyˆ + (
∂
∂z
Kxz − ∂
∂x
Kzz)yˆzˆ
+ (
∂
∂x
Kyx − ∂
∂y
Kxx)zˆxˆ+ (
∂
∂x
Kyy − ∂
∂y
Kxy)zˆyˆ + (
∂
∂x
Kyz − ∂
∂y
Kxz)zˆzˆ.
(2.66)
For the particular choice where K¯ assumes the form for the dyadic Green’s function using
Formulation C of Michalski et al. [6], a few simpliﬁcations can be made.
The terms Kxy and Kyx are both zero, and thus
∂
∂z
Kxy =
∂
∂z
Kyx =
∂
∂y
Kxy =
∂
∂x
Kyx = 0. (2.67)
From the deﬁnition for sin(φ) and cos(φ),
cos(φ) =
x− x′
ρ
and sin(φ) =
y − y′
ρ
, (2.68)
it follows that Kzx and Kzy are equivalent, except for an interchange of the x and y
variables. This is also true for the terms Kxz and Kyz. Also, with Kxx = Kyy, the
following relations hold
∂
∂y
Kzx =
∂
∂x
Kzy
∂
∂y
Kxz =
∂
∂x
Kyz
∂
∂z
Kxx =
∂
∂z
Kyy
∂
∂z
Kxz =
sin(φ)
cos(φ)
∂
∂z
Kyz.
(2.69)
Finally, two useful identities for diﬀerentiating Bessel functions of the ﬁrst kind are
∂
∂ρ
J0(kρρ) = −J1(kρρ)kρ
∂
∂ρ
J1(kρρ) = J0(kρρ)kρ − 1
ρ
J1(kρρ).
(2.70)
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Using Eqns. 2.59 to 2.63 and utilising the above-mentioned simpliﬁcations, it is suﬃcient
to diﬀerentiate only 6 of the 18 terms to completely describe Eqn. 2.66. To conclude
this analysis, the three derivatives of GxxA (Eqn. 2.59) are listed to give an idea of the
complexity involved when diﬀerentiating individual terms
∂
∂x
GxxA = −
µnI
4π
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)
x− x′
ρ
k2ρ
jkmz
FHEDHz
µm
µn
dkρ
∂
∂y
GxxA = −
µnI
4π
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)
y − y′
ρ
k2ρ
jkmz
FHEDHz
µm
µn
dkρ
∂
∂z
GxxA =
µnI
4π
∫ ∞
0
J0(kρρ)
kρ
jkmz
∂
∂z
FHEDHz
µm
µn
dkρ.
(2.71)
2.8 Conclusion
The Green’s functions of a time-harmonic electric dipole source, embedded either hori-
zontally or vertically in a multi-layered medium, have been derived. The analysis focuses
on a formulation presented by Chew [23] and Van Tonder [24]. Section 2.4 explained the
duality principle, which was used to highlight important results appropriate to a magnetic
dipole source. Finally, Sections 2.5 and 2.6 discussed the derivation of the Green’s func-
tions for the magnetic vector and scalar potentials suitable to Formulation C of Michalski
and Zheng [6]. These are to be be used in the method of moment analysis (Chapter 4) to
obtain the surface current distribution on electric and magnetic scatterers.
Chapter 3
Integration of the Green’s Functions
The numerical evaluation of the Sommerfeld integrations involved in the Green’s functions
of a horizontal electric dipole has been investigated by many authors, for example [31, 4,
32, 16, 33, 34, 35, 5] and [36]. The Green’s functions are usually solved at a conductor
surface where the method of moments is applied to obtain a distribution of the surface
current density. In Section 3.1 a general approach is used to introduce techniques for
avoiding possible numerical problems that may arise when evaluating Sommerfeld-type
integrals. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 give a comprehensive analysis of the techniques employed.
3.1 Evaluation of Sommerfeld Integrals
Green’s functions and integral equations that arise in layered media problems comprise
Sommerfeld-type integrals of the form
I =
∫ ∞
0
G˜(z, z′; kρ)Jν(kρρ)kρdkρ, ν = 0, 1 (3.1)
where G˜ is a spectral domain Green’s function of the layered medium, Jν is a Bessel
function of the ﬁrst type and order ν, ρ is the horizontal distance between the ﬁeld and
source points, and z and z′ are the vertical coordinates of those points. These integrals
have been extensively investigated and are diﬃcult to evaluate.
From a numerical perspective, two main problems arise when evaluating Sommerfeld-type
integrals:
• The possible existence of a singularity in the integrand near the integration path.
• The presence of an oscillatory and slowly convergent integrand, which often diverges
22
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for increasing values of the argument, and which has to be considered over an inﬁ-
nite interval.
By adequately dividing the integration interval, it is always possible to treat the two
problems separately.
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Figure 3.1: The real and imaginary parts of a typical Sommerfeld integrand versus
kρ/k0 on the real axis.
As an example, Fig. 3.1 depicts the complex integrand of the Green’s function GΦ for a
typical microstrip structure when z = z′ = 0, kρρ = 5.4, µr = 1, r = 5 and k0h = 0.2π
where h is the substrate thickness. It can be seen that a discontinuity in the derivative
arises in the branch point at kρ = k0, and a pole is located at kρ = 1.289k0. It is known
[5, 23, 24, 33] that for lossless media a number of poles can exist on the real axis between
k0 < kρ,pole < k0
√
′r,max , (3.2)
where 
′
r,max is the maximum of the real part of the permittivity of the layers. As the losses
increase, the poles migrate away from the real axis into the bottom half of the complex
kρ plane
1. In addition, branch cuts can be deﬁned along the loci deﬁned by (kz) = 0.
These are shown in Fig. 3.2.
Mosig [16], [33] proposed some techniques for the eﬃcient numerical integration near
the poles and branch point. The integration path stays on the real axis for the entire
integration process and the poles are extracted numerically. The pole-extraction technique
works well for special applications, but in general the number of poles is unknown, and
thus the extraction of the poles becomes diﬃcult.
1For the e−iωt time convention, the Sommerfeld integrals have poles located above (and for lossless
media also on) the real axis.
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Figure 3.2: Integration path in the complex kρ plane.
The approach used more often is to split the inﬁnite interval into two parts [0, a] and
[a,∞). The ﬁrst path segment is deformed into the ﬁrst quadrant of the complex plane
and the integral is computed using standard quadrature formulas. The value of a is
selected to ensure that on the remaining tail segment the integrand is well behaved.
Various authors [24, 34, 36] proposed a path that follows a semicircle to avoid the poles
and branch points of the integrand. The integration path shown in Fig. 3.2 was suggested
by [31]. The integral is computed along 0 to 0.25k0+j0.25k0, to k0
√
max(′rµ
′
r)+j0.25k0,
to k0
√
max(′rµ
′
r)+0.25k0, avoiding the singularities in the integrand. Bunger and Arndt
[31] state that this path works well even if parallel-plate poles must be considered. As an
advantage to the semicircle approach, the distance integrated into the complex plane is
reduced. It is diﬃcult to evaluate Bessel functions with large complex arguments [37].
For the subsequent real-axis integration up to inﬁnity, Mosig’s method of averages [32] is
considered to be the best choice. Since a signiﬁcant fraction of the overall computational
eﬀort is typically spent on the tail integral, it is essential that this integration be done
as eﬃciently as possible. The path stays on the real axis, especially for large values of
kρ, avoiding the numerical diﬃculties associated with Bessel functions with large complex
arguments. To further increase the rate of convergence, static parts are extracted from
the Sommerfeld integral integrands. These two techniques are developed in Sections 3.2
and 3.3 respectively.
It is thus possible to eﬀectively treat the two mentioned problems that arise when evalu-
ating Sommerfeld integrals. To illustrate the eﬀects, Fig. 3.3a shows that, by deforming
the integration path into the complex plane, the singularities of Fig. 3.1 have been suc-
cessfully removed; and Fig. 3.3b highlights the eﬀect of extracting static terms from the
oscillatory integrands to increase the rate of convergence.
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(a) Integration path [0, a] is deformed to avoid
poles and branch points of the integrand.
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(b) To increase the rate of convergence, static
parts are extracted from the integrands.
Figure 3.3: The ﬁrst path segment [0, a] is deformed into the complex kρ plane
and the integral is computed using standard quadrature formulas. For
the real axis integration up to inﬁnity, static parts are extracted from
the integral integrands and Mosig’s method of averages is used for an
eﬃcient evaluation.
3.2 Method of Averages
The problem of an oscillating integrand over an inﬁnite interval has been extensively
investigated and diﬀerent extrapolation methods for accelerating convergence have been
considered [34]. Many approaches, although more eﬃcient than standard numerical in-
tegrations, still require too many evaluations of the integrand to obtain adequate con-
vergence. Problems also arise when the integrand itself diverges. A method speciﬁcally
developed to deal with Sommerfeld integrals is Mosig’s method of weighted-averages. The
technique will be outlined here with a more complete description given in [32] and [16].
Consider casting integral I in the form
I =
∫ ∞
a
g(ξρ)f(ξ)dξ (3.3)
where g(ξρ) is a real oscillating function behaving asymptotically as the product of a
periodic function and a monotonic function, and f(ξ) is a complex continuous function,
which behaves asymptotically as O(ξα). When α > 0, the function f(ξ) may diverge at
inﬁnity and the integral I must be considered in terms of distributions and numerically
be evaluated in the mean sense.
In practice, the inﬁnite integration interval must obviously be bounded. Partial values I1m
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can then be calculated numerically with
I1m =
∫ ξm
a
√
2
πξρ
cos(ξρ− νπ/2− π/4)f(ξ)dξ, m = 1, 2, ...,M. (3.4)
Here, g(ξρ) is the asymptotic expansion of the Bessel function Jν(ξρ). The simplest choice
of break points are the equidistant points
ξm = b + mq, m ≥ 0 (3.5)
where q = π/ρ is the asymptotic half-period of the Bessel function and b denotes the
ﬁrst extremum point of the Bessel function greater than a. In the special case of ρ = 0,
the subinterval length must be chosen based on the exponential behaviour of the Green’s
function rather than the oscillations of the Bessel function.
Mosig [32] explains that the sequence of M values I1m oscillates back and forth around
the value I, its convergence being determined by the function f(ξ). A new sequence
I2m(m = 1, 2, ...,M − 1) is then deﬁned by taking a weighted average of two consecutive
values of the sequence I1m. This new sequence also has an oscillatory behaviour around
I, its convergence depending this time on the ﬁrst derivative f ′(ξ). Subsequent averaging
produces new sequences Im. Taking into account the asymptotic behaviour of f(ξ), the
sequence Im with  > α+1 is the ﬁrst one that will converge to the true value I. Successive
sequences converge faster, with the last sequence reducing to a single value IM1 , which
will be closer to I than any value I1m in spite of the fact that no new evaluations of the
integrand have been required.
For accelerated convergence, the general expression is
I+1m = (w

mI

m + w

m+1I

m+1)/(w

m + w

m+1),  = 1, ...,M − 1,
m = 1, ...,M − 
(3.6)
in which more weight is given to the values of I1m closest to I. With the optimal value
given by
wm = (ξ1/ξm)
α+1−, (3.7)
the method of averages is a very eﬃcient technique.
3.3 Static Parts of the Green’s Functions
When the source and observation points are located in the same layer or in diﬀerent,
but neighbouring layers, static parts of the Green’s functions in the spectral domain
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can be extracted. These correspond to the asymptotic terms for kρ → ∞, where kρ is
the spectral variable. In the space domain, the static parts are the singular parts of
the Green’s functions. The extraction of the static parts from the Sommerfeld integral
integrands increases the convergence of the integrals and yields regular results in the space
domain [31].
When the source and observation points are located in the same layer, m = n, the
ﬁrst three largest asymptotic terms are extracted in the spectral domain. In the space
domain, these static terms represent the direct part, and two images at the upper and
lower interfaces. When the source and observation points are located in adjacent layers,
|n −m| = 1, only the largest asymptotic terms are extracted. In this case there are no
image terms. The extracted static parts in the spectral domain are transformed into the
space domain analytically by using the Sommerfeld identity (Eqn. 2.11)∫
C
J0(kρρ)
kρ
jkz
e−jkz |z|dkρ =
e−jkr
r
, (3.8)
where C is a path from 0 to ∞, and the relation∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)e
−jkz |z|dkρ =
1
ρ
e−jk|z| − |z|
ρr
e−jkr. (3.9)
which may be derived by integration by parts2.
Evaluation of GΦ
When |n − m| > 1, the observation and source points are located in diﬀerent, non-
neighbouring layers and no static terms are extracted. For the scalar potential associated
with an HED, the Sommerfeld integral is that given in Eqn. 2.58.
source (0, z′) ·
· (ρ, z) observer
· (ρ, z) observer
z = −dm−1
z = −dm
µm−1, m−1
µm, m
µm+1, m+1







	









Figure 3.4: Source and observer in adjacent layers.
2There is a typing error in [31, Eqn. 21]
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When |n − m| = 1, the observer and source points are located in adjacent layers. To
reduce the computational eﬀort in the Sommerfeld integral, the largest asymptotic term
can be extracted [31]. As is shown in Fig. 3.4, this represents the direct part in the space
domain.
From Eqn. 2.58, extract the static term that corresponds to the direct transmitted wave
GΦ =
I
4πn
[∫ ∞
0
J0(kρρ)
[ 1
kρ
∂
∂z
FHEDEz +
k2n
jkmzkρ
FHEDHz
µm
µn
− lim
kρ→∞
( 1
kρ
T TM,∞J (∓jkiz)(∓e−jkiz |z−z
′|) +
k2n
jkizkρ
T TE,∞J e
−jkiz |z−z′|
)
+ lim
kρ→∞
( 1
kρ
T TM,∞J (∓jkiz)(∓e−jkiz |z−z
′|) +
k2n
jkizkρ
T TE,∞J e
−jkiz |z−z′|
)]
dkρ
]
.
(3.10)
In the above equation, ki can be interpreted as the propagation constant of an equivalent
homogeneous medium that has the same asymptotic behaviour as the two-layered medium
Green’s function in concern. In the relation k2iz = k
2
i − k2ρ, ki has the value
ki = 0.5[(km) + (kn)] + j min[	(km),	(kn)].3 (3.11)
Also, in the limit kρ →∞, the transmission coeﬃcients are deﬁned as
T TM,∞J =
2n
n + m
T TE,∞J =
2µm
µn + µm
.
(3.12)
When applying boundary conditions for a PEC between layers m and n, the transmission
coeﬃcients evaluate to T TM,∞J = 2 and T
TE,∞
J = 0. Note that even though T
TM,∞
J = 2 on
the interface, all ﬁelds in a conductor are subject to an exponential decay resulting in a
zero ﬁeld just beyond the PEC.
Now, the static parts of the Green’s function in the spectral domain are the asymptotic
terms for kρ →∞. In the limit,
lim
kρ→∞
kiz
kρ
= lim
kρ→∞
kρ
kiz
(
k2i − k2ρ
k2ρ
) = − kρ
kiz
(3.13)
and
lim
kρ→∞
k2n
kizkρ
= 0. (3.14)
Thus, the integral in Eqn. 3.10 can be simpliﬁed and written as
GΦ =
I
4πn
[
T TM,∞J
e−jkir
r
+
∫ ∞
0
J0(kρρ)
( 1
kρ
∂
∂z
FHEDEz
+
k2n
jkmzkρ
FHEDHz
µm
µn
− T TM,∞J e−jkiz |z−z
′| kρ
jkiz
)
dkρ
]
.
(3.15)
3For the e−iωt time convention ki = 0.5[(km) + (kn)] + j max[	(km),	(kn)]
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In the last step the extracted static part in the spectral domain was transformed into the
space domain analytically by using the Sommerfeld identity Eqn. 3.8. FHEDEz and F
HED
Hz
are given by Eqn. 2.22 when n < m and by Eqn. 2.26 when n > m.
source (0, z′) ·
· (ρ, z) observer
z = −dm−1
z = −dm
µm−1, m−1
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Figure 3.5: Source and observer in the same layer.
When the observation and source layers are the same, or n = m, the ﬁrst three largest
asymptotic terms are extracted in the spectral domain. These terms represent the direct
part, and two images at the upper and lower interfaces. This is shown in Fig. 3.5.
The extracted static term corresponding to the direct part of the Green’s function in the
spatial domain can be expressed in closed form. This is done by substitution of the direct
terms of Eqn. 2.16 into Eqn. 2.58, and applying the Sommerfeld transform identity. This
gives the direct term as
GDΦ =
I
4πm
lim
kρ→∞
∫ ∞
0
J0(kρρ)
(jkmz
kρ
+
k2m
jkmzkρ
)
e−jkmz |z−z
′|dkρ
=
I
4πm
∫ ∞
0
J0(kρρ)
kρ
jkmz
e−jkmz |z−z
′|dkρ
=
I
4πm
e−jkmr
r
.
(3.16)
To include the contribution from the top and bottom layers, i.e., the images of the source
in the plane z = −dm−1 and the plane z = −dm, deﬁne the origin of the z-axis in Fig. 2.1
as z = −d1 = 0 and
r =
√
ρ2 + (z − z′)2
r1 =
√
ρ2 + s21 s1 = −2dm−1 − (z + z′)
r2 =
√
ρ2 + s22 s2 = 2dm + (z + z
′).
(3.17)
Also, the reﬂection coeﬃcients associated with the image parts can be written as
RTE,∞m,m−1 =
µm−1 − µm
µm−1 + µm
RTE,∞m,m+1 =
µm+1 − µm
µm+1 + µm
RTM,∞m,m−1 =
m−1 − m
m−1 + m
RTM,∞m,m+1 =
m+1 − m
m+1 + m
.
(3.18)
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Note that these should not be mistaken for the Fresnel coeﬃcients of Eqns. 2.20 and
2.21. In the limit kρ → ∞ the Fresnel coeﬃcient reduce to those associated with the
image terms. When a PEC is bounding the layer in concern, the reﬂection coeﬃcients are
RTE,∞ = −1 and RTM,∞ = 1.
Hence, the solution for the Green’s function of the scalar potential is
GΦ =
I
4πm
[
e−jkmr
r
−RTM,∞m,m−1
e−jkmr1
r1
−RTM,∞m,m+1
e−jkmr2
r2
+
∫ ∞
0
J0(kρρ)
( 1
kρ
∂
∂z
FHEDEz +
k2m
jkmzkρ
FHEDHz
+ RTM,∞m,m−1e
−jkmzs1 kρ
jkmz
+ RTM,∞m,m+1e
−jkmzs2 kρ
jkmz
)
dkρ
]
.
(3.19)
Note the presence of the singularity in the analytic direct and image parts of the Green’s
function. Also, similar to the situation where the observation and source points were
located in contiguous layers, the TE form of the asymptotic terms reduced to zero. Finally,
FHEDEz and F
HED
Hz
are given by Eqn. 2.16 (without the direct terms),
FHEDEz = B
TM,HED
m e
jkmzz + DTM,HEDm e
−jkmzz
FHEDHz = B
TE,HED
m e
jkmzz + DTE,HEDm e
−jkmzz.
(3.20)
Extracting the static parts of the Green’s functions in the spectral domain increases
convergence of the Sommerfeld integral tails and yield very smooth results in the space
domain.
Evaluation of GxxA
With the observation and source points separated by one or more layers, |n−m| > 1, the
spatial domain Green’s function is given by Eqn. 2.59.
When the observer and source are in adjacent layers, |n −m| = 1, as shown in Fig. 3.4,
the integral can be written as
GxxA =
µnI
4π
[
T TE,∞J
e−jkir
r
+
∫ ∞
0
J0(kρρ)kρ
(FHEDHz
jkmz
µm
µn
− T
TE,∞
J
jkiz
e−jkiz |z−z
′|
)
dkρ
]
, (3.21)
where FHEDHz is given by either Eqn. 2.22 or 2.26. The ﬁrst term in the above equation
corresponds to the direct transmitted space domain wave solution.
With m = n, the source and observation points are in the same layer. This is shown in
Fig. 3.5. Substituting the direct term, e−jkmz |z−z
′|, of Eqn. 2.16 into Eqn. 2.59 and using
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the Sommerfeld identity, the analytical form of the space domain direct term is
Gxx,DA =
µmI
4π
∫ ∞
0
J0(kρρ)
kρ
jkmz
e−jkmz |z−z
′|dkρ =
µmI
4π
e−jkmr
r
. (3.22)
Including the contribution of the two images at the upper and lower interfaces, GxxA is
ﬁnally given by
GxxA =
µmI
4π
[
e−jkmr
r
+ RTE,∞m,m−1
e−jkmr1
r1
+ RTE,∞m,m+1
e−jkmr2
r2
+
∫ ∞
0
J0(kρρ)
kρ
jkmz
(
FHEDHz −RTE,∞m,m−1e−jkmzs1 −RTE,∞m,m+1e−jkmzs2
)
dkρ
]
.
(3.23)
Here FHEDHz is given by Eqn. 2.16, but without the direct term.
Evaluation of GzxA
When the observation and source layers satisfy the relation |n − m| > 1, the Green’s
function is given by Eqn. 2.60.
When the observer and source are in adjacent layers, |n − m| = 1, the integral can be
written as
GzxA =
µnI
4π
cosφ
[
−sign(z − z′)(T TE,∞J − T TM,∞J )
(1
ρ
e−jki|z−z
′| − |z − z
′|
ρr
e−jkir
)
+
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)
(
−FHEDEz +
1
jkmz
∂
∂z
FHEDHz
µm
µn
+ sign(z − z′)(T TE,∞J − T TM,∞J )e−jkiz |z−z
′|
)
dkρ
]
.
(3.24)
In the above the extracted static parts in the spectral domain are transformed into the
space domain by using the analytical solution of Eqn. 3.9. FHEDEz and F
HED
Hz
are given by
either Eqn. 2.22 or 2.26.
With n = m, as shown in Fig. 3.5, and substituting the direct term of Eqn. 2.16 into
Eqn. 2.60 gives
Gzx,DA = ±
µmI
4π
cosφ
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)
(
1 +
j
kmz
jkmz
)
e−jkmz |z−z
′|dkρ = 0. (3.25)
This means that the largest static term representing the direct part is zero. Extracting
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the asymptotic terms contributed from the upper and lower layers,
GzxA =
µmI
4π
cosφ
[
(RTM,∞m,m−1 + R
TE,∞
m,m−1)
(1
ρ
e−jkms1 − s1
ρr1
e−jkmr1
)
− (RTM,∞m,m+1 + RTE,∞m,m+1)
(1
ρ
e−jkms2 − s2
ρr2
e−jkmr2
)
+
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)
(
−FHEDEz +
1
jkmz
∂
∂z
FHEDHz − (RTM,∞m,m−1 + RTE,∞m,m−1)e−jkmzs1
+ (RTM,∞m,m+1 + R
TE,∞
m,m+1)e
−jkmzs2
)
dkρ
]
.
(3.26)
FHEDEz and F
HED
Hz
are given by Eqn. 2.16, but without the direct terms, i.e.,
FHEDEz = B
TM,HED
m e
jkmzz + DTM,HEDm e
−jkmzz
FHEDHz = B
TE,HED
m e
jkmzz + DTE,HEDm e
−jkmzz.
(3.27)
Evaluation of KxzA
Eqn. 2.62 was developed in Section 2.6 to describe the Green’s function of KxzA when the
observation and source points are located in diﬀerent non-adjacent layers, |n−m| > 1.
For the observer and source in neighbouring layers, |n−m| = 1,
KxzA =
µnI
4π
cosφ
[
−sign(z − z′)(T TE,∞J −
k2m
k2n
T TM,∞J )
(1
ρ
e−jki|z−z
′| − |z − z
′|
ρr
e−jkir
)
+
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)
( j
kmz
k2m
k2n
∂
∂z
F V EDEz +
j
kmz
∂
∂z′
FHEDHz
µm
µn
+ sign(z − z′)(T TE,∞J −
k2m
k2n
T TM,∞J )e
−jkiz |z−z′|
)
dkρ
]
.
(3.28)
Extraction of the static term corresponding to the direct wave in the spatial domain,
result in Kxz,DA = 0. For the source and observer in the same layer, m = n, and including
the contribution from the image of the source in the planes z = −dm−1 and z = −dm,
KxzA is ﬁnally given by
KxzA =
µmI
4π
cosφ
[
−(RTM,∞m,m−1 + RTE,∞m,m−1)
(1
ρ
e−jkms1 − s1
ρr1
e−jkmr1
)
+ (RTM,∞m,m+1 + R
TE,∞
m,m+1)
(1
ρ
e−jkms2 − s2
ρr2
e−jkmr2
)
+
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)
( j
kmz
∂
∂z
F V EDEz +
j
kmz
∂
∂z′
FHEDHz
+ (RTM,∞m,m−1 + R
TE,∞
m,m−1)e
−jkmzs1 − (RTM,∞m,m+1 + RTE,∞m,m+1)e−jkmzs2
)
dkρ
]
.
(3.29)
F V EDEz and F
HED
Hz
are given by Eqn. 2.16, once again without the direct term, e−jkmz |z−z
′|.
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Evaluation of KzzA
When the observation and source layers are separated by at least one other medium,
|n−m| > 1, KzzA is given by Eqn. 2.63.
When the observer and source are in adjacent layers, |n−m| = 1,
KzzA =
µnI
4π
[
−
(
T TE,∞J − (
k2m
k2n
+ 1)T TM,∞J
)e−jkir
r
−
∫ ∞
0
J0(kρρ)
[
j
( kρ
kmz
k2m
k2n
− kmz
kρ
)
F V EDEz +
j
kmzkρ
∂2
∂z′∂z
FHEDHz
µm
µn
+
(
T TE,∞J − (
k2m
k2n
+ 1)T TM,∞J
)
e−jkiz |z−z
′| jkρ
kiz
]
dkρ
]
,
(3.30)
where F V EDEz and F
HED
Hz
are given by Eqn. 2.22 or 2.26.
With the observation and source points in the same layer, n = m, the extraction of the
three largest asymptotic terms in the spectral domain, gives
KzzA =
µmI
4π
[
e−jkmr
r
+
(
RTE,∞m,m−1 + 2R
TM,∞
m,m−1
)e−jkmr1
r1
+
(
RTE,∞m,m+1 + 2R
TM,∞
m,m+1
)e−jkmr2
r2
−
∫ ∞
0
J0(kρρ)
[
j
( kρ
kmz
− kmz
kρ
)
F V EDEz +
j
kmzkρ
∂2
∂z′∂z
FHEDHz
−
(
RTE,∞m,m−1 + 2R
TM,∞
m,m−1
)
e−jkmzs1
jkρ
kmz
−
(
RTE,∞m,m+1 + 2R
TM,∞
m,m+1
)
e−jkmzs2
jkρ
kmz
]
dkρ
]
.
(3.31)
As before, F V EDEz and F
HED
Hz
are given by Eqn. 2.16, but without the direct term.
The principles used in extracting static terms were explained in developing the Green’s
function components for the scalar and dyadic vector potentials GΦ and K¯A. Green’s
functions for the electric potentials may be obtained using duality and results are included
in Appendix F.
3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter the Green’s functions for an arbitrary directed dipole embedded in multi-
layered media were evaluated. In Section 3.1 possible numerical integration paths were
considered. The path selected to compute the Green’s functions, is that suggested by [31]
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and was chosen speciﬁcally to avoid the singularities in the integrand. In Section 3.2 an
extrapolation method of the Sommerfeld integral tails was investigated. Mosig’s method
of averages was found to be eﬃcient and fast in convergence. Finally, Section 3.3 discussed
the treatment of extracting static terms from Sommerfeld integral integrands to further
increase convergence.
Chapter 4
Method of Moments
This Chapter develops a Method of Moments (MoM) technique to analyse arbitrary
shaped objects, buried in multi-layered media. The objects are modelled using planar
triangular surface patches that are not allowed to cross the interface between adjacent
layers. Triangular basis functions have the ability to conform readily to arbitrary geome-
tries, giving an accurate discretisation. The MoM formulation extends the one originally
described by Rao, Wilton and Glisson [11]. This particular formulation has been investi-
gated by many authors and is well documented in the literature. Examples are [24], [13],
[38], [39], [40] and [41].
The Rao, Wilton and Glisson formulation uses the well-known free-space Green’s function.
Section 4.5 extends this scalar formulation to its dyadic counterpart and includes Green’s
functions of an arbitrary directed electric and magnetic dipole located in a multi-layered
medium. These Green’s functions were derived in Chapters 2 and 3. The scheme used
for packing the Z¯ matrix is similar to the one introduced by Van Tonder [24], but with
the diﬀerence that multiple problems, stacked and separated by a PEC, can be solved
simultaneously. The ﬁlling algorithm also eﬃciently packs partially symmetric matrices,
which are present when solving problems that support a combination of electric and
magnetic currents. When the source and observer points coincide, the Green’s functions
are singular. The analytical integration procedure handling this case, is described in
Appendix D.
The Method of Moments (MoM) is a solution procedure for approximating an integral
equation, such as
E(r) =
∫
S
G¯(r, r′) · Js(r′)dS ′, (4.1)
with a system of simultaneous linear algebraic equations in terms of the unknown current
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distribution Js, which may be approximated with a series of basis functions fn
Js(r
′) =
N∑
n=1
Infn(r
′). (4.2)
On substituting Eqn. 4.2 into Eqn. 4.1, a single equation with N unknowns is obtained
E(r) =
∫
S
G¯(r, r′) ·
N∑
n=1
Infn(r
′)dS ′ =
N∑
n=1
In
∫
S
G¯(r, r′) · fn(r′)dS ′. (4.3)
To obtain a set of N independent equations, a method of weighted residuals is enforced
to give∫
S
E(r)·gm(r)dS =
N∑
n=1
In
(∫
S
∫
S
G¯(r, r′)·fn(r′)·gm(r)dS ′dS
)
, m = 1, 2, ..., N, (4.4)
where gm is called the weighting/testing function. This set of N linear equations yield
the standard MoM system equation
[Zmn][In] = [Vm]. (4.5)
4.1 Problems involving both Electric and Magnetic
Sources
In the standard MoM formulation, the presence of a slot in an inﬁnite electrical conductor
would require discretisation of a ﬁnite size ground plane that surrounds the gap. In
the MoM formulation presented in this chapter, both electric and magnetic sources are
supported. This allows discretisation of the slot interface only.
Consider Fig. 4.1. Let S1 and S2 denote the surface of open or closed perfectly conducting
scatterers with unit normal nˆ. Similarly, S3 consists of a ﬁnite aperture in an inﬁnite
electrical ground plane. An electric ﬁeld Ei1 and a magnetic ﬁeld H
i
1, deﬁned to be the
ﬁelds due to an impressed source in the absence of the electric scatterer and the dielectric
interface, are incident on and induce surface currents Js1 on S1 and Ms on S3. Similarly,
Ei2 and H
i
2 induce surface currents Js2 on S2 and Ms on S3.
The scattered electric ﬁeld Es can be computed from the potentials by
Es = −jωA−∇Φ− 1

∇× F. (4.6)
Similarly, by using the duality principle, the scattered magnetic ﬁeld Hs is given by
Hs = −jωF−∇Ψ+ 1
µ
∇×A. (4.7)
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Figure 4.1: Geometry of a general multi-layered medium containing both conduct-
ing strips and slots in conducting sheets. The ﬁgure on the right shows
the equivalent mathematical conﬁguration. Electric surface currents Js1
and Js2 are induced on conducting scatterers S1 and S2 in Regions 1
and 2 respectively. Magnetic surface currents Ms are induced on the
dielectric interface S3 deﬁned between Regions 1 and 2.
In the above two equations A and Φ are the magnetic vector and electric scalar potentials
respectively; and F and Ψ are the electric vector and magnetic scalar potentials.
In the combined ﬁeld integral equation the tangential electric and magnetic ﬁelds are
proportional to the total surface currents. Assuming conductor losses to be negligible,
the total tangential electric ﬁeld, i.e. the sum of the incident and scattered ﬁelds, is forced
to be zero on S1 and S2. Also, the total tangential magnetic ﬁeld should be continuous
across the dielectric interface S3. This requires the magnetic surface current Ms to be
oppositely directed in Regions 1 and 2 on the interface S3. To ensure ﬁeld coupling
between surfaces S1, S2 and S3 (i.e. also between Regions 1 and 2), it is necessary and
suﬃcient to enforce these two boundary conditions
nˆ× (Ei1 + Es1) = 0 on S1
nˆ× (Ei2 + Es2) = 0 on S2
nˆ× (Hi1 +Hs1) = nˆ× (Hi2 +Hs2) on S3.
(4.8)
Introducing the potentials, the general formulation is obtained
nˆ× Ei1 = nˆ× (jωA1 +∇Φ1 +∇×
F1
1
) on S1
nˆ× Ei2 = nˆ× (jωA2 +∇Φ2 +∇×
F2
2
) on S2
nˆ× (Hi1 −Hi2) = nˆ×
(
jω(F1 − F2) +∇Ψ1 −∇Ψ2 −∇× (A1
µ1
− A2
µ2
)
)
on S3.
(4.9)
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Note that by using the equivalence principle the structure geometry was eﬀectively sepa-
rated into two problems. These were called Regions 1 and 2 and are solved independently.
Coupling is obtained only when continuity of the magnetic surface currents is enforced at
the slotline interfaces.
The integral equations deﬁning the vector and scalar potentials were derived in Chap-
ter 2. For convenience these results are repeated. The magnetic vector and electric scalar
potentials are
A(r) =
∫
S
K¯A(r|r′) · Js(r′)dS ′
Φ(r) =
∫
S
GΦ(r|r′)qs(r′)dS ′
(4.10)
and the dual potentials are
F(r) =
∫
S
K¯F (r|r′) ·Ms(r′)dS ′
Ψ(r) =
∫
S
GΨ(r|r′)qms(r′)dS ′
(4.11)
where S may now be extended to either S1, S2 or S3.
4.2 Development of Basis Functions
Rao, Wilton and Glisson introduced a set of basis functions suitable for use with the
electric ﬁeld MPIE and triangular patch modelling. Crucial to the construction of such
vector basis functions was that their normal components should be continuous across
surface edges and that it should be free of ﬁctitious line or point charges. This section
outlines the basis functions as presented in [11].
Each basis function is to be associated with an interior or non-boundary edge of the
patch model and is to vanish everywhere except on the two triangles attached to the
edge. Fig. 4.2 shows two such triangles, T+v and T
−
v , corresponding to the v
th edge of
a triangulated surface modelling a scatterer. Points in T+v may be designated either by
the position vector r deﬁned with respect to O, or by the position vector +v deﬁned with
respect to the free vertex of T+v . Similar remarks apply to the position vector 
−
v except
that it is directed towards the free vertex of T−v . The plus or minus designation of the
triangles is determined by the choice of a positive current reference direction for the vth
edge, the reference for which is assumed to be from T+v to T
−
v .
1 Superscripts c+ and c−
1The current reference direction may be obtained from the connection matrix used to describe the
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Figure 4.2: Vector dependence of a triangular-domain interior edge.
denote the centroid of each triangle. Deﬁne the vector basis function associated with
the vth edge as
fv(r) =


lv
2A+v
+v r in T
+
v
lv
2A−v
−v r in T
−
v
0 otherwise
(4.12)
where lv is the length of the edge and A
±
v is the area of triangle T
±
v (subscripts refer to
edges while superscripts refer to faces). The basis function fv is used to approximate the
surface current, and listed are some of the properties that uniquely contribute to this.
• The current has no component normal to the boundary (which excludes the common
edge) of the surface formed by the triangle pair T±v , and hence no line charges exist
along this boundary.
• The component of current normal to the vth edge is constant and continuous across
the edge, ensuring that all edges of T±v are free of line charges.
• The surface divergence of fv, which is proportional to the surface charge density
associated with the basis element, is
∇ · fv(r) =


lv
A+v
r in T+v
− lv
A−v
r in T−v
0 otherwise.
(4.13)
The charge density is thus constant in each triangle, the total charge associated with
the triangle pair is zero and the basis functions for the charge have the form of pulse
triangulation scheme. This matrix merely lists the triangles associated with each edge, the order of
appearance eﬀectively assigning an orientation to the edge.
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doublets.
The vector basis function stated in Eqn. 4.12 is ideally suited for representing both the
surface electric current Js and the surface magnetic current Ms on the triangulated sur-
faces. Thus the current on S1 and S2 may be approximated in terms of fv as
Js1 ≈
V1∑
v1=1
Iv1fv1(r),
Js2 ≈
V2∑
v2=1
Iv2fv2(r)
(4.14)
and on S3 as
Ms ≈
V3∑
v3=1
Mv3fv3(r) (4.15)
where Iv1 , Iv2 and Mv3 are coeﬃcients yet to be determined, and V = V1 + V2 + V3
represents the total number of interior edges. Since a basis function is associated with
every such deﬁned edge of the triangulated structure, up to three basis functions may
have nonzero values within each triangular face. At a given edge however, only the basis
function associated with that edge has a current component normal to the edge since
all other basis currents in adjacent faces are parallel to the edge. Furthermore, since
the normal component of fv at the v
th edge is unity, each coeﬃcient Iv (or Mv), may be
interpreted as the normal component of current density ﬂowing past that edge.
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Figure 4.3: Deﬁnition of half subsectional basis functions.
At boundary edges, the sum of the normal components of current on opposite sides of
the surface cancel because of current continuity. Such edges are left undeﬁned with no
contribution to Eqns. 4.14 and 4.15. However, a diﬀerent approach is needed to model the
ﬂow of induced currents through an edge of the geometry into an electrical ground plane.
A special set of basis functions, called half basis functions, is used to ensure continuity
of current at such an interface. Fig. 4.3 suggests the location of a half subsectional basis
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function. These half basis functions show similar properties to the basis functions deﬁned
on interior edges, the diﬀerence being that continuity is now achieved between a boundary
edge and a non-discretised conducting surface.


1
2
3
I1
I3
I2
Figure 4.4: Deﬁnition of extra basis functions.
Finally, the total ﬂow of current at a junction such as that shown in Fig. 4.4 must equal
zero. This requires deﬁning extra basis functions, i.e. between every two triangles that
share a common edge, a basis function is to be deﬁned. This results in a multiple of edges
that physically describes only one edge position. Following from Fig. 4.4
−(I1 + I2) + (I2 − I3) + (I1 + I3) = 0 (4.16)
verifying that Kirchhoﬀ’s current law is indeed satisﬁed.
4.3 Testing Procedure
In order to ﬁnd the current coeﬃcients, the combined ﬁeld MPIEs are tested with respect
to a particular testing function. The testing function was chosen to be identical to the
expansion function fv developed in the previous section. Based on the symmetric product
deﬁned as
< f ,g >=
∫
S
f · gdS, (4.17)
Eqn. 4.9 can be tested with fu, yielding
< Ei1, fu1 > = jω < A1, fu1 > + < ∇Φ1, fu1 > + < ∇×
F1
1
, fu1 >, (4.18)
< Ei2, fu2 > = jω < A2, fu2 > + < ∇Φ2, fu2 > + < ∇×
F2
2
, fu2 > (4.19)
and
< Hi1 −Hi2, fu3 > = jω < F1 − F2, fu3 > + < ∇Ψ1 −∇Ψ2, fu3 > −
< ∇× (A1
µ1
− A2
µ2
)
, fu3 >, (4.20)
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with u1 = 1, 2, ..., V1, u2 = 1, 2, ..., V2 and u3 = 1, 2, ..., V3.
A considerable simpliﬁcation results when evaluating the individual terms of Eqns. 4.18,
4.19 and 4.20 at the respective triangle centroids
rc =
1
3
(r1 + r2 + r3). (4.21)
To illustrate the approximations used, the vector potential and incident ﬁeld terms in
Eqn. 4.18 may be written as〈{
Ei1
A1
}
, fu1
〉
= lu1
[
1
2A+u1
∫
T+u1
{
Ei1
A1
}
· +u1dS +
1
2A−u1
∫
T−u1
{
Ei1
A1
}
· −u1dS
]
≈ lu1
2
[{
Ei1(r
c+
u1
)
A1(r
c+
u1
)
}
· c+u1 +
{
Ei1(r
c−
u1
)
A1(r
c−
u1
)
}
· c−u1
]
,
(4.22)
where the integral over each triangle is eliminated by evaluating Ei1 or A1 in each triangle
by its value at the triangle centroid.
Similarly, the second term can be rewritten as
< ∇Φ1, fu1 >= −
∫
S1
Φ1∇ · fu1dS (4.23)
and using Eqn. 4.13 the integral simpliﬁes to∫
S1
Φ1∇ · fu1dS = lu1
[ 1
A+u1
∫
T+u1
Φ1dS − 1
A−u1
∫
T−u1
Φ1dS
]
≈ lu1
[
Φ(rc+u1 )− Φ(rc−u1 )
]
.
(4.24)
In Eqn. 4.24 the average of Φ1 over each triangle is approximated by the value of Φ1 at
the triangle centroid.
The last term in Eqn. 4.18 can be simpliﬁed as
< ∇× F1
1
, fu1 > = lu1
[
1
2A+u1
∫
T+u1
(
∇× F1
1
)
· +u1dS +
1
2A−u1
∫
T−u1
(
∇× F1
1
)
· −u1dS
]
= lu1
[
P1(r
+
u1
) + P1(r
−
u1
)
]
.
(4.25)
On substituting Eqns. 4.22, 4.24 and 4.25 into the tested form of Eqn. 4.18, the following
functional form is obtained
lu1
[
Ei1(r
c+
u1
) · 
c+
u1
2
+ Ei1(r
c−
u1
) · 
c−
u1
2
]
= lu1
[
jω
(
A1(r
c+
u1
) · 
c+
u1
2
+A1(r
c−
u1
) · 
c−
u1
2
)
+ Φ1(r
c−
u1
)− Φ1(rc+u1 ) + P1(r+u1) + P1(r−u1)
]
.
(4.26)
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This equation is enforced at each triangle edge, u1 = 1, 2, ..., V1. Similarly, Eqn. 4.19 is
tested at each edge, u2 = 1, 2, ..., V2, to give
lu2
[
Ei2(r
c+
u2
) · 
c+
u2
2
+ Ei2(r
c−
u2
) · 
c−
u2
2
]
= lu2
[
jω
(
A2(r
c+
u2
) · 
c+
u2
2
+A2(r
c−
u2
) · 
c−
u2
2
)
+ Φ2(r
c−
u2
)− Φ1(rc+u2 ) + P2(r+u2) + P2(r−u2)
]
.
(4.27)
The purpose of approximations 4.22 and 4.24 is to eliminate surface integrals of the
potential quantities, allowing a double surface integral to be approximated by a quantity
involving a single surface integral in the numerical computation of the moment matrix
elements. These approximations are justiﬁed by observing that the potentials are locally
smooth within each subdomain, as follows from their integral deﬁnitions and the locally
smooth nature of the source representation in terms of the basis functions. However, the
integrals containing the curl operator as deﬁned in Eqn. 4.25 will be evaluated numerically;
the derivative of a locally smooth function is not necessarily smooth.
By using similar approximations when testing Eqn. 4.20 at each triangle edge, u3 =
1, 2, ..., V3, the following functional form is obtained
lu3
[(
Hi1(r
c+
u3
)−Hi2(rc+u3 )
)
· 
c+
u3
2
+
(
Hi1(r
c−
u3
)−Hi2(rc−u3 )
)
· 
c−
u3
2
]
= lu3
[
jω
((
F1(r
c+
u3
)− F2(rc+u3 )
) · c+u3
2
+
(
F1(r
c−
u3
)− F2(rc−u3 )
) · c−u3
2
)
+
Ψ1(r
c−
u3
)−Ψ2(rc−u3 )−Ψ1(rc+u3 ) + Ψ2(rc+u3 )−
Q1(r
+
u3
) + Q2(r
+
u3
)−Q1(r−u3) + Q2(r−u3)
]
(4.28)
where
Q1,2(r
±
u3
) =
1
2A±u3
∫
T±u3
(
∇× A1,2
µ1,2
)
· ±u3dS. (4.29)
If the approximations had not been made, the testing procedure would have been identical
to Galerkin’s method since the basis and testing functions chosen are identical. For the
MPIE, where the problem is solved for either electric or magnetic currents, the matrix
would then satisfy the symmetry property Zuv = Zvu. This desirable property is lost due
to the approximations made. A factor two advance in both execution speed and memory
usage justiﬁes the ideality in restoring such symmetry. Knowing that Zuv and Zvu are
diﬀerent approximations to the same quantity, [24] investigated the possibility in ﬁlling
only the upper (or lower) triangular matrix of Z¯. It was found suﬃcient to compute only
half the matrix elements and then simply enforce the symmetrical property Zuv = Zvu.
When a problem supports both electric and magnetic currents, the curl operators in
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Eqn. 4.9 disrupt symmetry in the moment matrix. A diﬀerent approach to packing the
matrix is developed and explained in Appendix C.
4.4 Matrix Equation Derivation
Substitution of the electric and magnetic current expansion terms of Eqns. 4.14 and
4.15 into Eqns. 4.26, 4.27 and 4.28 reduces the functional form of the equation to a
corresponding partitioned matrix equation [41],

[ZJJu1v1 ] [ 0 ] [Z
JM
u1v3
]
[ 0 ] [ZJJu2v2 ] [Z
JM
u2v3
]
[ZMJu3v1 ] [Z
MJ
u3v2
] [ZMMu3v3 ]




[Iv1 ]
[Iv2 ]
[Mv3 ]

 =


[Eu1 ]
[Eu2 ]
[Hu3 ]

 . (4.30)
The elements of the electric and magnetic ﬁeld excitation vectors are
Eu1 = lu1
(
Ei1(r
c+
u1
) · 
c+
u1
2
+ Ei1(r
c−
u1
) · 
c−
u1
2
)
,
Eu2 = lu2
(
Ei2(r
c+
u2
) · 
c+
u2
2
+ Ei2(r
c−
u2
) · 
c−
u2
2
) (4.31)
and
Hu3 = lu3
((
Hi1(r
c+
u3
)−Hi2(rc+u3 )
)
· 
c+
u3
2
+
(
Hi1(r
c−
u3
)−Hi2(rc−u3 )
)
· 
c−
u3
2
)
. (4.32)
In the system of linear equations Zuv is a V ×V matrix where the various matrix elements
are given by the following
ZJJu1v1 = lu1
[
jω
(
A+1,u1v1 ·
c+u1
2
+A−1,u1v1 ·
c−u1
2
)
+
(
Φ−1,u1v1 − Φ+1,u1v1
)]
ZJMu1v3 = lu1
[
P+1,u1v3 + P
−
1,u1v3
]
ZJJu2v2 = lu2
[
jω
(
A+2,u2v2 ·
c+u2
2
+A−2,u2v2 ·
c−u2
2
)
+ Φ−2,u2v2 − Φ+2,u2v2
]
ZJMu2v3 = −lu2
[
P+2,u2v3 + P
−
2,u2v3
]
ZMJu3v1 = −lu3
[
Q+1,u3v1 + Q
−
1,u3v1
]
ZMJu3v2 = lu3
[
Q+2,u3v2 + Q
−
2,u3v2
]
ZMMu3v3 = lu3
[
jω
((
F+1,u3v3 + F
+
2,u3v3
) · c+u3
2
+
(
F−1,u3v3 + F
−
2,u3v3
) · c−u3
2
)
+
(
Ψ−1,u3v3 −Ψ+1,u3v3
)
+
(
Ψ−2,u3v3 −Ψ+2,u3v3
)]
.
(4.33)
In both Zu2v3 and Zu3v3 a sign change was incorporated into F2 and Ψ2. This is due to
the required current continuity at the dielectric interface between Regions 1 and 2.
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Using Eqns. 4.10 and 4.11, the vector and scalar potential integrals take the following
form
A±uv =
∫
S
K¯A(r
c±
u |r′) · fv(r′)dS ′
Φ±uv =
∫
S
GΦ(r
c±
u |r′)qs(r′)dS ′
= − 1
jω
∫
S
GΦ(r
c±
u |r′)
[∇′ · fv(r′)]dS ′
P±uv =
1
2A±u
∫
T±u
1

∇×
(∫
S
K¯F (r
±
u |r′) · fv(r′)dS ′
)
· ±u dS.
(4.34)
The integration surface S is equivalent to the two triangles spanning the base function
under consideration. Note that the ± superscripts serve to distinguish A±uv from A, the
standard magnetic vector potential. The expressions in Eqn. 4.34 are without the current
coeﬃcients Iv. Similar results hold for F
±
uv, Ψ
±
uv and Q
±
uv.
4.5 Eﬃcient Implementation
Evaluation of each matrix element Zuv associated with edges u and v involves integrations
over triangles T±v with observation points located at the centroids of triangles T
±
u . Some
of the same integrals required for the element Zuv are also needed to compute an element
Zrs. This happens when r = u, s = v, edge r is an edge of T+u or T−u while edge s
is an edge of T+v or T
−
v . If one focuses attention on a single pair of faces rather than
a pair of edges, it is observed that the integrals evaluated for a source face with scalar
and vector potentials observed at the centroid of another face are involved in all elements
Zuv having edges v as (non-boundary) edges of the source triangle and edges u as the
(non-boundary) edges of the observation triangle. Thus, various matrix elements can be
easily generated by considering faces rather than edges. An approximately nine times
increase in computational speed justiﬁes computing the required potential integrals by
face-pair combinations, rather than to directly compute single elements of Z¯ by edge-pair
combinations.
Consider evaluating the vector and scalar potential integrals for a given source and obser-
vation face combination. Fig. 4.5 illustrates such a face pair with the observation point in
face p and the source currents residing in face q. Each of the three basis functions which
may exist simultaneously in T q is proportional to one of the vectors 1, 2 or 3 deﬁned
in the ﬁgure. Each vector i is directed away from its associated vertex, but would be
directed toward the vertex if the current reference direction for the associated edge was
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Figure 4.5: Local coordinates and edges for source triangle T q with observation
point in triangle T p.
into the triangle. Consequently,
i(r
′) = ±(r′ − ri), i = 1, 2, 3. (4.35)
The positive sign is associated with a positive current reference direction out of T q while
the negative sign is used otherwise. The potential integrals
Apqi =
li
2Aq
∫
T q
K¯A(r
cp|r′) · i(r′)dS ′ (4.36)
and
Φpqi = ∓
1
jω
li
Aq
∫
T q
KΦ(r
cp|r′)dS ′ (4.37)
must be evaluated, associated with the ith basis function on face q and observed at the
centroid on face p. When the curl operator is present in the potential integrand, a double
surface integral need to be evaluated. Similar to Eqn. 4.35, there now also exist three
possible testing functions in T p, each proportional to j(r) = ±(r− rj). Thus, weighted
with the ith basis function on face q and tested with the jth basis function on face p
P pqi =
1
2Ap
∫
T p
1

∇×
( li
2Aq
∫
T q
K¯F (r|r′) · i(r′)dS ′
)
· j(r)dS
=
li
4ApAq
1

∫
T p
∫
T q
∇× K¯F (r|r′) · i(r′) · j(r)dS ′dS.
(4.38)
For each face-pair combination, the potential integrals may be multiplied by the approx-
imate coeﬃcients (Eqn. 4.33) and their contributions accumulated in the appropriate
elements of Z¯ as they are computed.
Eqns. 4.36, 4.37 and 4.38 are most conveniently evaluated by transforming the global
coordinate system to a local system of coordinates within T q. The vectors in Fig. 4.5
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divide T q into three subtriangles A1, A2 and A3, with respectively, l1, l2 or l3 as one of
their sides. Realising that the areas are not independent, A1 + A2 + A3 = A
q, a suitable
coordinate change is to the so-called normalised or simplex area coordinates [42]
ξ =
A1
Aq
, η =
A2
Aq
, ζ =
A3
Aq
, (4.39)
which, because of the area constraint, must satisfy
ξ + η + ζ = 1. (4.40)
Note that all three coordinates vary between zero and unity in T q and that at the triangle
vertices rq1, r
q
2 and r
q
3, the triplet (ξ, η, ζ) takes on the values (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0) and (0, 0, 1)
respectively. The transformation from Cartesian to simplex coordinates may be written
in vector form as
r′ = ξrq1 + ηr
q
2 + ζr
q
3, (4.41)
where ξ, η and ζ are subject to the constraint in Eqn. 4.40. Both [39] and [43] explain
how to numerically evaluate integrals using an Nk point integration method principally
applicable to triangular distributions. The surface integrals over T q is performed by a
Gaussian quadrature rule and transforms such that
∫
T q
g(r)dS = Aq
Nk∑
k=1
wkg(ξkr
q
1 + ηkr
q
2 + ζkr
q
3) (4.42)
where for the kth Gaussian point of location (ξk, ηk, ζk), there corresponds a Gaussian
weight wk and a functional evaluation g(ξk, ηk, ζk). A listing of values to ξ, η, ζ and w
are given in [39, Appendix II].
Using Eqns. 4.35, 4.41 and 4.42, Eqn. 4.36 may now be written as
Apqi = ±
li
2
Nk∑
k=1
wk
[
K¯A(r
cp|r′k) · [ξk(rq1 − rq3) + ηk(rq2 − rq3) + (rq3 − rqi )]
]
= ± li
2
[IpqAξ + I
pq
Aη + I
pq
A ]
(4.43)
where
IpqAξ =
Nk∑
k=1
wk
[
K¯A(r
cp|r′k) · (rq1 − rq3)ξk
]
IpqAη =
Nk∑
k=1
wk
[
K¯A(r
cp|r′k) · (rq2 − rq3)ηk
]
IpqA =
Nk∑
k=1
wk
[
K¯A(r
cp|r′k) · (rq3 − rqi )
]
.
(4.44)
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Similarly, Eqn. 4.37 becomes
Φpqi = ∓
li
jω
Nk∑
k=1
wkKΦ(r
cp|r′k)
= ∓ li
jω
IpqΦ
(4.45)
where
IpqΦ =
Nk∑
k=1
wkKΦ(r
cp|r′k) (4.46)
and lastly Eqn. 4.38 becomes
P pqi =
li
4
Nk1∑
k1=1
wk1
Nk∑
k=1
wk
[(∇× K¯F (r|r′k)∣∣r=rk1)·
(±)(ξk(rq1 − rq3) + ηk(rq2 − rq3) + (rq3 − rqi ))]·
(±)
[
ξk1(r
p
1 − rp3) + ηk1(rp2 − rp3) + (rp3 − rpj)
]
(4.47)
A combination of these integrals must be evaluated for each face pair p and q. These
contribute in up to 9 elements of Z¯ in Eqn. 4.30. For the terms p = q the integrands
are singular, and for these cases the static singular portion of each integrand must be
removed and integrated analytically. This is explained in Appendix D.
When the source and observation triangles are separated by large distances, approximate
expressions are used to evaluate the numerical integration over the source triangle. The
criterion for distinguishing near and far interactions is based on the percent diﬀerence
between the maximum and minimum distances from the three vertices of the source
triangle to the centroid of the observation triangle. If the diﬀerence is less than 15%,
Rmax −Rmin
Rmin
≤ 0.15, (4.48)
where
Rmax = max|rcp − ri|,
Rmin = min|rcp − ri|, i = 1, 2, 3,
(4.49)
a far approximation is viable [13], i.e. the surface integration over the source triangle is
replaced by the evaluation of the integrand at the centroid of the triangle. This speeds
up the computation of the Z¯ matrix considerably.
To further reduce computation speed a sliding scale was introduced for integrations be-
tween near and far interactions. The N point integration method mentioned in Eqn. 4.42,
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uses N points to numerically evaluate a complete polynomial of highest order P . As the
distance between the source and observation triangles increases, a polynomial of lower
order and thus also lesser points may be used to approximate the surface integration.
Reaching the criterion speciﬁed for far interactions, a polynomial of order 1 and using
only one evaluation point is suggested. From the listing [39, Appendix II], the point
is speciﬁed at the centroid of the triangle and so it can be aﬃrmed that the previous
approximation model used by [13] is still valid.
4.6 Excitation Mechanism—Delta Gap
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Figure 4.6: Delta gap voltage source between triangles T+u1 and T
−
u1
at y = 0.
The excitation ﬁelds are seldom known in a direct way, except in a few cases, such as
excitation with a plane wave or with a series voltage gap generator. The diﬃculty encoun-
tered is the implementation of a practical excitation mechanism which can be included in
the mathematical modelling. While voltage gap sources are not the driving mechanism
typically employed in practice, they can be legitimately used in the process of extracting
scattering parameters. This is explained Section 4.7.
To compute the excitation vectors Eu1 , Eu2 and Hu3 in Eqn. 4.30, apply a voltage source
between an inﬁnitesimally small gap of length δ → 0 across the common edge u1 of
triangles T+u1 and T
−
u1
. Consider Fig. 4.6. If the delta gap is located in triangle T+u1 , the
E ﬁeld on edge u1 is given by E = δ(y)yˆ and the H ﬁeld is zero, giving Hu2 = 0.
From the deﬁnition of the excitation vector, it follows that
Eu1 =
∫
T+u1
E · fu1dS. (4.50)
Substituting the electric ﬁeld E and the subsectional testing function fu1 (Eqn. 4.12),
Eu1 =
lu1
2A+u1
∫ ∫
δ(y)yˆ · +u1dydx (4.51)
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is obtained. Using the integration properties of the Dirac delta function and deﬁning
y0 = yˆ·+u1(y = 0) as the component of the basis function perpendicular to the u1th triangle
edge, Eqn. 4.51 reduces to
Eu1 =
lu1
2A+u1
∫
y0dx = lu1 . (4.52)
Therefore, for a delta gap voltage source between triangles T+u1 and T
−
u1
, the excitation
vector Eu1 has only one nonzero element, the u1
th element, which is equal to lu1 , the
length of the boundary edge between T+u1 and T
−
u1
.
4.7 Extracting Scattering Parameters
Once the approximate distribution of the surface current density is found by solving
Eqn. 4.30 for the unknown weighting coeﬃcients Iv1 , Iv2 and Mv3 , scattering parameters
for an N-port discontinuity are obtained by examining the current distribution on the
ports. In general, N linearly independent excitation schemes are required to evaluate an
N -port network.
The ports are driven by applying horizontal voltage generators at the open-circuited
port ends. The S-parameter extraction process only requires some form of excitation
which allows examination of a suﬃcient number of current samples on the ports between
the discontinuity and the port ends [13]. While the open-circuited port ends do aﬀect
the amplitude of the current waves on the ports, the relationships among the waves
incident upon and reﬂected from the discontinuity are nonetheless uniquely deﬁned by
its S-parameters. This is conﬁrmed by [7] showing that the reﬂection coeﬃcient does not
change in magnitude and phase if a coaxial line feed is substituted with a voltage gap
generator and the line is left open at the excitation end.
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Figure 4.7: Scheme for sampling the x component of current on a uniform line
With the excitation applied to a port extending in the x direction, the sampled currents
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on the ports are ﬁtted to the unimodal wave model
Iij(x) =
1√
Z0i
[aije
−γix − bije+γix]. (4.53)
Iij(x) is the sampled current distribution on the i
th port for the jth excitation, obtained
by integrating the x directed current density Jx across the port width. Consider the port
discretisation as shown in Fig. 4.7. At the indicated sample positions xn and xn+3, only
the highlighted basis functions have x components of current. In the development of the
basis functions (Section 4.2) it was shown that the component of current density normal
to an edge is constant and that the weighting coeﬃcient may be interpreted as this normal
component ﬂowing past that edge. As an example, the current at sample point xn is given
by
I(xn) = (i1 + i2)∆y (4.54)
where i1 and i2 are the weighting coeﬃcients for the basis functions spanning the sample
point. In a non-uniform mesh, ∆y will be substituted by the appropriate edge lengths at
which the weighting coeﬃcients are deﬁned.
The uniform line characteristic impedance Z0i in Eqn. 4.53, is used to normalise the cur-
rents when the ports are not identical. For the purpose of this thesis, Z0i was incorporated
into aij and bij. This constant factor has no eﬀect on the ﬁnal S-parameters which are
a function of the relationships among the waves incident upon and reﬂected from the
discontinuity.
When the excitation and sampling ports are the same, γ is obtained and optimised for
smallest error in the ﬁt. With three unknowns in Eqn. 4.53, it was decided to choose an
initial γ value, γm = jk0, and do a least-squares ﬁt to obtain the values of the wave coef-
ﬁcients a and b. Using the least-squares ﬁt, the optimisation process is reduced to ﬁnding
the minimum of a one dimensional error function, E(γ), which was set to the maximum
relative error in a particular ﬁt. Newton-Raphson technique was used to determine the
optimised γ value,
γm+1 = γm − α E(γm)
E ′(γm)
. (4.55)
The factor α was introduced to compensate for possible runaway that may result because
of small variations in the error function. Also, when a seemingly optimised γ is found,
α is divided by two. This reﬁnes the step by which the optimisation proceeds and may
lead to an even more reﬁned γ value. A termination criterion of α < 1e−4 was used. The
original Newton-Raphson algorithm converges on ﬁnding a zero. Ideally E(γ) → 0, but
practically the minimum value of E(γ) needs to be found and therefore the termination
criterion.
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With the line constants known, forward and reverse complex wave coeﬃcients a and b are
generated through a least-squares ﬁt of the current samples to Eqn. 4.53. Samples near
the port end and discontinuities should be left out due to the presence of decaying modes.
The S-parameters are obtained directly from the computed wave coeﬃcients using the
standard S-parameter matrix deﬁnition [b] = [S][a]. Recasting this matrix to solve for
S-parameters, S11 and S12 for example, are obtained for an arbitrary 2-port by solving[
a11 a
1
2
a21 a
2
2
][
S11
S12
]
=
[
b11
b21
]
(4.56)
where the subscripts on wave coeﬃcients a and b denote the port and the superscripts
denote the excitation.
Finally, scattering parameters are more sensitive to errors in current than the far ﬁelds.
Kipp and Chan [13] indicates that the extracting technique requires at least 20 subcells per
wavelength to get acceptable results. This is a stiﬀer requirement than the 10 subcells per
wavelength rule for MoM applied to far-ﬁeld scattering problems. Also, at low frequencies
such high levels of discretisation are unnecessary and become a liability as the electrical
lengths of the ports shrink below one-quarter of a wavelength.
4.8 Conclusion
Based on the original formulation of Rao, Wilton and Glisson [11], a method of moments
(MoM) technique has been developed to analyse arbitrarily shaped geometries within
multiple substrate layers. The formulation was adapted to solve for both electric and
magnetic distributions of surface current density. In Section 4.7 a numerical technique for
computing S-parameters was presented, which may be used to evaluate possible microstrip
discontinuities, planar antennas, waveguide structures, slot apertures and other geometries
embedded in stratiﬁed media.
Chapter 5
Results
In this chapter some results obtained with the MoM formulation are presented to vali-
date the analysis method. The examples are of varying complexity, each aimed at the
evaluation of a diﬀerent numerical property. Some examples consist of only horizontal
electric scatterers in one layer, while others are spread over multiple layers and may in-
clude vertical connections. Finally, the method was applied to a complex multi-layered
microstrip-slot-microstrip structure. This example was chosen for its combined electric
and magnetic current evaluations.
Results are compared to measurements and numerical computations that have appeared
in the literature. Numerical predictions obtained using commercial packages are also
included for veriﬁcation purposes. The results obtained are shown to correspond well
with existing and measured data.
5.1 Eﬀective Permittivity of a Microstrip Line
The eﬀective permittivity of a microstrip transmission line of width 1.219 mm has been
evaluated. The dielectric substrate has a relative permittivity r = 9.7 and thickness
1.27 mm. This geometry has already been analysed in [44] and measured in [45]. Fig. 5.1
shows the comparison between the values obtained with the present MoM formulation,
those given by the references above and results generated by the commercial package
Microwave Oﬃce 2001 Version 4.00. Results are shown between 1 and 8 GHz.
For the numerical solution three meshes were employed, each valid in a diﬀerent frequency
range, 1-2 GHz, 2-4 GHz, and 4-8 GHz. Each line was two transmission line wavelengths
long in the lower frequency range and was divided into 160 longitudinal segments. In the
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Figure 5.1: Eﬀective permittivity of a microstrip line of width 1.219 mm on a sub-
strate of relative permittivity r = 9.7 and thickness 1.27 mm.
transverse direction two diﬀerent levels of discretisation were used. Either 1 or 3 square
subcells span the line for a low and high discretisation.
When the high level of discretisation is used, agreement with the computations of [44]
is very good and diﬀerences with the measurements of [45] are between 0.5 to 1.5%. It
should be mentioned that the measured data found in [45] has an uncertainty of 2%. In the
ﬁgure, the average values of these measurements are shown. Computed values obtained
using Microwave Oﬃce have a strange, almost linear behaviour, showing an increased
deviation at the higher frequencies. When only one transverse segment is employed,
eﬀective permittivities that are approximately 1.5% lower than the previous computations
are obtained. This is probably because the edge eﬀect is not properly modelled. Still, the
computed eﬀective permittivity is very close to those values given in [44] and [45].
5.2 Microstrip Stub Transmission
Radiation losses for open microstrip elements can be signiﬁcant at millimeter-wave fre-
quencies. To illustrate the ability of the analysis presented here to account for space
and surface wave losses a microstrip stub on a single microstrip layer was compared to
previously published measured and computed data.
The problem geometry is given in Fig. 5.2. The microstrip stub contains a T-junction
discontinuity and an open end with parameters w1 = 1.44 mm and 1 = 2.16 mm. The
substrate parameters are h = 1.27 mm and r = 10.65. For the analysis using triangular
MoM, the two ports each have a width w2 = 1.44 mm and extend 2 = 40 mm (or
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Figure 5.2: Geometry of a microstrip stub (r = 10.65, h = 1.27 mm, w1 = 1.44 mm,
w2 = 1.44 mm, 1 = 2.16 mm, 2 = 40 mm).
41 subcells) in order to obtain a suﬃcient number of current samples.
Computed and measured responses are shown in Fig. 5.3a. The measurement data were
found in [8], [9] published data obtained with an MoM analysis using a combination of
rooftop and predetermined sinusoidal functions, [13] generated a response with an MoM
code (also using triangular basis functions), and for comparison the response obtained
using Microwave Oﬃce (MWO) is also shown. Agreement between the various computed
and measured results is very good. The MoM codes all predict the location of the mea-
sured stub quarter-wave resonance at 10.15 GHz to within 0.1 GHz and the calculated
transmission isolation at resonance is 19 dB (15 dB measured). The response generated by
MWO shows resonance at 10 GHz. For MWO, the stub is constructed from a microstrip
T-circuit element attached to a section of open-circuited line. These element models are
operated within speciﬁed regions of validity.
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(b) G = |S11|2 + |S12|2.
Figure 5.3: Characteristics of a microstrip stub. |S11|2 + |S12|2 < 1 indicates radia-
tion and surface wave loss.
Radiation loss can be an important eﬀect for a substrate of this thickness. Fig. 5.3b
corresponds to the quantity G = |S11|2 + |S12|2. For a lossy junction, 1−G is the fraction
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of incident power lost in the junction. This corresponds to the known relation for total
radiated power
Prad
Pin
= 1− |S11|2 − |S12|2. (5.1)
The ﬁgure shows that the theoretical loss (radiation and surface waves) peaks at about
23% near 11 GHz.
5.3 Input Impedance for an Edge-fed Circular Mi-
crostrip Patch Antenna
Evaluation of the input impedance corresponds to the most sensitive of tests; the slight-
est change in the reﬂection coeﬃcient will result in a signiﬁcant change in the input
impedance. The reﬂection coeﬃcient and input impedance of a circular edge-fed mi-
crostrip patch antenna have been tested. The geometry is shown in Fig. 5.4. The dielec-
tric substrate has a relative permittivity of r = 2.2 and a thickness of h = 1.59 mm.
For the present formulation a transmission feed line of length  = 140 mm and width
w = 4.5474 mm has been considered with 30 longitudinal segments and 1 transverse seg-
ment. The circular patch has a radius of c = 21.5 mm. This problem has been measured
and numerically analysed in [46] and [12].
	
ﬀ

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··
·ﬀ r
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Figure 5.4: Geometry of a microstrip edge-fed circular patch antenna (r = 2.2,
h = 1.59 mm, c = 21.5 mm, w = 4.5474 mm,  = 140 mm).
Fig. 5.5 shows a Smith chart plot of calculated and measured impedance loci for the patch
antenna. The reference plane used in the present formulation was set at r = 93.5 mm from
the centre of the circle. Measured data were found in [46] with no reference to the exact
location of the phase reference plane.1 According to [12] the reference plane is located at
a distance r = 96±0.5 mm with large uncertainties due to unavailability of accurate data
for determining the characteristics of the coaxial to microstrip line connections.
1“The measured input impedance data was phase-referenced to the input port of the coax-to-microstrip
connector.” [46]
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Figure 5.5: Computed and measured input impedance for an edge-fed circular patch
antenna. Values are given at frequency intervals of 0.05 GHz between
2.7 and 3.15 GHz clockwise.
Good agreement between the results of the present formulation and measurement data
is obtained. The substrate material used to measure the antenna had a nominal relative
permittivity of r = 2.2, which is the manufacture value. The calculated reﬂection coef-
ﬁcient is obtained with a relative permittivity of r = 2.18, which is within the tolerance
limits set by the manufacturer. This value was also used by [46] and [12] to align the
frequencies of the computed data with those of the measured.
5.4 Suspended Stripline Transition
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Figure 5.6: Geometry of a 3-layered suspended stripline structure (r1 = 1, r2 = 3,
h1 = 1 mm, h2 = 0.5 mm, w = 1 mm, d = 20 mm,  = 60 mm).
This example of a suspended stripline transition was chosen to test the calculation pro-
cedure for a relatively complex geometry using multiple layers. Fig. 5.6 shows the con-
ﬁguration. The 3-layered structure has two air-ﬁlled layers, each of height h1 = 1 mm.
The third layer is a suspended substrate of relative permittivity r2 = 3 and thickness
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h2 = 0.5 mm. Two lines, each of width w = 1 mm, are located on opposite sides of the
suspended substrate with an overlapping of d = 20 mm.
In Fig. 5.7 the MoM response is compared to the results obtained using Microwave Oﬃce’s
EM simulator, showing good agreement. Predictions deviate at higher frequencies, but
still agree in the expected behaviour. The impedance normalisation method implemented
by MWO is unknown and diﬀerences are expected to be the eﬀect of this implementation.
Optimal coupling between ports 1 and 2 occur at frequencies where d = λ/4 or multiples
thereof. Using the structure parameters, these frequencies are predicted to be around
3 and 6 GHz. The ﬁgure shows that |S12| is a maximum at 2.5 and 7 GHz with good
isolation of the ports at 4.5 GHz.
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Figure 5.7: Characteristics of a suspended microstrip structure.
5.5 Short Circuits and Side Walls
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Figure 5.8: Geometry of a full height short circuit (r1 = 1, r2 = 4.7, h1 = 1 mm,
h2 = 1 mm, w = 1.5 mm,  = 80 mm).
Various short-circuited structures were tested to verify implementation of extra and half
subsectional basis functions (Section 4.2). The basic geometry also oﬀers opportunity to
verify parameters obtained using transmission line theory. Fig. 5.8 shows the conﬁguration
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for a full height short circuit. Substrates are of equal height h1 = h2 = 1 mm and have
relative permittivities r1 = 1 and r2 = 4.7. The line has a length  = 80 mm and
was divided into 54 longitudinal segments. In the transverse direction 2 square subcells
spanned the width w = 1.5 mm.
As a ﬁrst example, a half height short circuit to ground has been made through the
higher permittivity substrate r = 4.7. Fig. 5.9a shows the return loss predicted by the
MoM code. As expected for a short circuit, |S11| retains a value close to 1 over the
entire tested frequency range. Fig. 5.9b shows the current magnitude distribution along
the excitation port at 3 GHz. Clearly visible are the null points which are separated by
half a wavelength. At this frequency the calculated eﬀective permittivity is r,eﬀ = 3.06,
resulting in λ = 57.17 mm. Here λ is the wavelength at the speed of propagation. This
value compares very well to the estimated value found from the half wavelength spacing in
Fig. 5.9b. For a perfect short circuit, the voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) is inﬁnite.
From the ﬁgure a best estimate of VSWR = 145 can be made. This value is limited
by the discretisation along the port—even the slightest change in the null point value
can have quite a big inﬂuence on the VSWR. Finally, the short circuit was characterised
by a series combination of circuit elements. At 3 GHz the characteristic impedance was
calculated from the structure parameters as Z0 = 62.25 Ω. Also, with the reference plane
at the short-circuited connection, S11 = 0.981∠165.74◦. This gives an input impedance of
Z = R+ jωL = 0.606+ j7.786. Thus the short circuit, being imperfect, may be modelled
by the combination of a 0.6 Ω resistor and an inductor of approximately 410 pH. Note
that the resistive component, as expected for a short circuit, is very small.
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Figure 5.9: Characteristics of a short circuit to ground through the r = 4.7 sub-
strate.
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ing.
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Figure 5.10: Short circuit reﬂection can be improved by adding side walls. These
prevent propagation of parallel-plate waves.
When the short circuit extends through the upper air-ﬁlled layer, the eﬀect of parallel-
plate wave propagation becomes apparent. A signiﬁcant decrease in the magnitude of
the reﬂection coeﬃcient can be seen in Fig. 5.10. The wave modes correspond to the
integration poles. To prevent propagation of such waves, side walls are added to the
structure. The short circuit is now enclosed by an open-end waveguide that does not
support the previously propagating wave-modes. Fig. 5.10b shows the improved reﬂection
coeﬃcient. The short circuit may once again be characterised by circuit elements. For
the short circuit without walls, S11 = 0.539∠154.02◦ at the zero length reference plane.
This yields an input impedance of Z = R+ jωL = 19.57 + j13.006, and the short circuit
may be described by a series R-L circuit where R = 20 Ω and L = 690 pH. For the
enclosed short circuit, S11 = 0.949∠156.85◦, Z = 1.697 + j12.74 and the circuit elements
are R = 1.7 Ω and L = 680 pH. Intuitively, the two short circuits should have the same
inductance and, the decrease in magnitude of the reﬂection response should be associated
with a larger resistive element. This is veriﬁed when comparing the calculated values -
the two inductive elements are within 1.5 % of each other and the corresponding resistive
components diﬀer by a factor of 10.
Finally, the full height short circuit of Fig. 5.8 was analysed. Fig. 5.11 shows the return
loss values obtained between 1 and 5 GHz. The up to 10% loss in the higher frequency
range is due to parallel plate wave propagation. This example may also be interpreted as
the superposition of the two half height short circuits previously analysed. To compare
the two models, ﬁrst calculate the circuit elements that model the full height geometry.
At 3 GHz, calculations yield S11 = 0.936∠170.42◦, resulting in Z = 2.08+ j5.21 and thus,
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Figure 5.11: Return loss |S11| for a full height short circuit.
R = 2 Ω and L = 280 pH. These elements are in line with circuit elements obtained when
combining the models for the separate half height short circuits. Without compensating
for parallel-plate wave propagation R = 1.8 Ω and L = 320 pH. When using the enclosed
half height short circuit, R = 0.5 Ω and L = 260 pH. This ﬁnal model shows a diﬀerent
R due to the presence of the enclosing side walls that causes a reduction in radiation.
Fig. 5.12a shows the eﬀect of moving a grounded conducting side wall nearer to a mi-
crostrip transmission line. The MoM calculations were performed at 1 GHz and are
compared to the solutions obtained using a static 2D Method of Lines (MoL) analy-
sis [47]. Diﬀerences in the predictions may be ascribed to the variance in the eﬀective
permittivity as a function of frequency. The diﬀerent plots 0.2-6 represent the varying
ratio of microstrip width over microstrip height W/h.
According to [47] the relative ﬁeld energy in the air space increases when bringing the
side wall in close proximity to the transmission line, thus reducing the eﬀective permittiv-
ity r,eﬀ. Reductions of up to 12 % were computed while varying the normalised spacing
between d/h = 0.2 and d/h = 5. For a side wall to have a negligible eﬀect on the physical
problem, the rule of thumb is that the normalised wall spacing be 5 or more. This may
be veriﬁed using Fig. 5.12a—all plots start converging beyond d/h = 2 with the values at
d/h = 5 very close to the estimate converging limits.
A question was posed as to how ﬁne the side wall should be meshed to obtain accurate
results. Fig. 5.12b analysed convergence of the eﬀective dielectric permittivity by using
diﬀerent discretisation densities. Calculations were done at 1 GHz on a ceramic substrate
of r = 9.8 and thickness h = 1.27 mm. The microstrip transmission line had a width
of w = 1.27 mm and a length  = 30 mm. A constant mesh divided this line into 31
longitudinal segments and 2 square subcells spanned the line width. The side wall is
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(a) Eﬀect of a housing side wall on the eﬀective permittivity r,eﬀ for mi-
crostrip on Al2O3 ceramic substrate (r = 9.8). The diﬀerent plots 0.2-6
represent the varying ratio of microstrip width over substrate height w/h.
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Figure 5.12: Eﬀects of a grounded conducting side wall on the eﬀective permittivity
for a microstrip transmission line.
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assumed to be inﬁnitely high. However, for the numerical calculations the side wall was
chosen to extend twice the substrate thickness into the upper air region. This was found
suﬃcient because of the 1:1 ratio between line width and substrate thickness.
For the numerical solution four meshes were employed. Discretisation in the longitudinal
direction was held ﬁxed using the same segment length as for the transmission line. In the
direction normal to the ground plane, maximum edge lengths of h/1, h/2, h/3 and h/4
were considered. These correspond to the graphs labelled 1-4. The discretisation has little
eﬀect on the eﬀective permittivity of the line when d/h > 1. This is expected because the
eﬀect of the side wall becomes less signiﬁcant with increasing distance d. With the side
wall close to the microstrip line, it was found that at least 2 square subcells should span
the substrate height to obtain reasonable results. Fig. 5.12b suggests convergence using
segment lengths of h/3 and ﬁner.
5.6 Microstrip-Slot-Microstrip Transition
The main aim of this work was to implement a formulation able to solve for simultane-
ous electric and magnetic surface currents. This example shows the advantages of this
approach, compared to formulations using only electric currents.
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Figure 5.13: Geometry of a microstrip-slot-microstrip transition (r = 11.1, h =
1.27 mm, wm = 1.0 mm, ws = 0.53 mm, dm = 5.24 mm, ds = 6.65 mm,
 = 20.4 mm).
A coupler with geometry shown in Fig. 5.13 was analysed using a combined electric and
magnetic current discretisation. The dielectric substrate has a relative permittivity of
r = 11.1 and a thickness of h = 1.27 mm. The dimensions for the microstrip lines are
width wm = 1.0 mm, stub length dm = 5.24 mm and line separation  = 20.4 mm. The
dimensions for the slotline are width ws = 0.53 mm and stub length ds = 6.65 mm. The
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reference plane for evaluating the S-parameters were set at a length 1 = 40.265 mm from
the centre of the slotline.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.14: Impedance matrix.
A typical partitioned impedance matrix is plotted in Fig. 5.14. The diagonal elements are
the largest by an order of magnitude. It appears evident from the ﬁgure that interactions
electrically distant have little inﬂuence and may possibly even be ignored. This justiﬁes
the sliding scale approach (Section 4.5) used for integrations between near and far in-
teractions to save computer time. For the combination of electric and magnetic surface
currents, symmetry in the matrix is lost. From Fig. 5.14b four main regions are visi-
ble. These correspond to symmetric interactions J − J and M −M ; and non-symmetric
interactions J −M and M − J . The notation J −M means that the observation trian-
gle supports an electric current distribution and the source triangle supports a magnetic
current distribution.
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Figure 5.15: Measured and calculated transmission coeﬃcient of a microstrip-slot-
microstrip transition.
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Fig. 5.15 demonstrates the computed transmission coeﬃcient between ports 1 and 2 with
the insertion loss being 0.2 dB. This microstrip-slotline-microstrip transition was also
investigated theoretically and veriﬁed experimentally by Schwab and Menzel [18]. The
results obtained compare well with the MoM technique employed in this thesis.
To justify discretisation of the slotline and hence, the use of the complete MPIE utilising
both electric and magnetic surface currents, an alternative mesh has been investigated.
This approach requires discretisation of a ﬁnite size ground plane. In these two procedures
a play-oﬀ exist between the number of triangles describing the mesh, i.e. the matrix size;
and the eﬃciency with which the matrix can be ﬁlled.
Geometry Number of Number of Matrix Matrix
discretisation triangles unknowns ﬁll time solve time
Slot 156e+60m 154e+59m 54 min 50 sec 0.03 sec
GP - λ0/10 724 1002 2 hrs 24 min 3.63 sec
GP - λ0/15 1512 2147 8 hrs 12 min 35.34 sec
GP - λ0/20 2524 3627 20 hrs 16 min 4 min 20 sec
GP - λ0/10 ﬁne 832 1161 3 hrs 2 min 5.55 sec
GP - λ0/15 ﬁne 1668 2378 9 hrs 46 min 49.83 sec
Table 5.1: Comparison of matrix data for diﬀerent discretisation densities. Here
GP - λ0/10 refers to a uniform discretisation of a ﬁnite size ground
plane with maximum edge length equal to λ0/10 and λ0 the free-space
wavelength at 10 GHz. CPU time is for a single frequency point.
In the numerical solution for the ﬁnite size ground plane a variety of discretisation den-
sities have been considered, namely, λ0/10, λ0/15, λ0/20 and two approaches deﬁning a
ﬁner mesh around the slot. The nonuniform discretisation was considered necessary to
accurately account for the coupling in the slot. Only a limited number of frequency points
were evaluated and data obtained are listed in Table 5.1. Important results for comparison
are the number of unknowns in the mesh and the matrix ﬁll time per frequency point.
Fig. 5.16 compares the transmission responses obtained for the ground plane (λ0/10 and
λ0/10 ﬁne) meshes with the response obtained using the proposed magnetic current so-
lution in the slot. Both ground plane discretisations show the general behaviour, with
larger deviations at higher frequencies. This is an indication that especially for the higher
frequencies, an even ﬁner mesh should be employed. The λ0/10 discretisation also fails to
predict the peak at 1.8 GHz. Because of the times required to perform evaluations with
ﬁner meshes, comparitive results are not included.
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Figure 5.16: Transmission responses obtained when meshing a ﬁnite size ground
plane.
Considering the computational predictions shown in Fig. 5.15 and the comparison of
matrix ﬁll times in Table 5.1, the choice would be to ﬁll smaller matrices using the MoM
formulation that solves for simultaneous electric and magnetic currents.
5.7 Multi-Layered Microstrip-Slot-Microstrip Tran-
sitions
As a ﬁnal example, two multi-layered combined electric and magnetic current discreti-
sation problems are analysed. Figs. 5.17a and b explain the diﬀerent conﬁgurations.
These two problems are physically equivalent with exception to the port directions. Each
example consists of a double dielectric substrate of relative permittivity r = 11.1 and
thickness h = 1.27 mm, which are separated by a slotline in an inﬁnite electrical ground
plane. The dimensions for the microstrip lines are width wm = 1.0 mm and stub length
dm = 5.24 mm. For the slotline the dimensions are width ws = 0.53 mm and slot stub
length ds = 6.65 mm. All reference planes for evaluating the S-parameters were set
at lengths  = 40.265 mm from the centre of the slotline. Each port was divided into
46 longitudinal and 2 transverse segments, while the slot was divided into 30 triangles.
Fig. 5.18 shows a typical plot of the impedance matrix associated with the two geome-
tries of Fig. 5.17. Both examples were separated into two microstrip geometries which are
solved independently. Coupling is obtained when continuity of the magnetic surface cur-
rents is enforced at the slotline interface. In the impedance matrix the two black squares
represent areas of isolation in the testing procedure.
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Figure 5.17: Geometries of two multi-layered microstrip-slot-microstrip transitions
(r = 11.1, h = 1.27 mm, wm = 1.0 mm, ws = 0.53 mm, dm = 5.24 mm,
ds = 6.65 mm,  = 40.265 mm).
In Figs. 5.19a and b the MoM response is compared to a Finite Diﬀerence Time Do-
main prediction generated by the commercial software package CST Microwave Studio
Version 3. Both examples demonstrate excellent agreement in the responses obtained.
It was expected that the magnitude responses for the examples of Fig. 5.17 should be
the same. At higher frequencies there are visible diﬀerences in the results generated by
the Microwave Studio code. These ripple eﬀects may be a result of the enclosing PEC
cavity required by the simulation setup. The simulations were also optimise for error in
the discretisation. For a less ﬁne discretisation used in the Microwave Studio simulation,
diﬀerences in the 4-6 GHz range for the |S11| response were less, implying that more
accurate results in the MoM solution is also possible for ﬁner discretisations.
To conﬁrm that the magnitude responses for both examples are the same, Fig. 5.20a
gives a combined plot of the MoM responses for Examples 1 and 2 corresponding to the
geometries of Fig. 5.17a and b respectively. The S21 phase responses for the two examples
diﬀer by a constant 180◦ across the band. This is due to the diﬀerent exit points of the
problems. The phase is shown in Fig. 5.20b and is compared to the results obtained for
the cavity enclosed problems simulated using Microwave Studio.
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Figure 5.18: Impedance matrix.
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(a) Magnitude response for Fig. 5.17a.
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Figure 5.19: Computed frequency responses for the microstrip-slot-microstrip tran-
sitions of Fig. 5.17.
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Figure 5.20: The two multi-layered microstrip-slot-microstrip transitions of Fig. 5.17
have equal magnitude responses and their phase diﬀer by a con-
stant 180◦.
5.8 Programming Language, Hardware Requirements
and Execution Speed
The code was written in Lahey/Fujitsu Fortran, LF95 PRO v5.7c, which includes IMSL
Fortran 90 MP Library v4.01. This compiler is a product of Lahey Computer Systems, Inc.
The geometry was created and meshed using PreFeko, which is a commercial product of
Electromagnetic Software & Systems (EMSS). Results were interpreted and graphically
presented using Matlab Version 6.5 Release 13. Computations and timed executions were
evaluated on an AMD Athlon 2100+ processor with 256 MB RAM.
In the method of moment code, most of the memory is used by the Z¯ matrix. When
a problem supports both electric and magnetic unknown surface current distributions,
symmetry in the global matrix is lost and the full matrix should be stored. The set of
linear equations is solved using two of the IMSL complex double precision routines.
dlfccg: computes the LU factorisation of a complex general matrix and estimates
its L1 condition number.
dlfscg: solves a complex general system of linear equations given the LU factorisa-
tion of the coeﬃcient matrix.
The Z¯ matrix requires memory to store N2 double precision complex numbers, where N
is the total number of basis functions. Thus, for N = 992, the size of the Z¯ matrix is
15 Mbytes. To this a small amount of overhead memory should be added.
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The total solution time for the unknown surface current distribution depends mostly
on the matrix ﬁll time, which is a strong function of the time needed to evaluate the
Green’s functions. Approximations made have an inﬂuence on these execution times; the
numerical integration method used is a function of near and far interactions, reducing
computation time per element for a ﬁner discretisation (or larger geometries).
In parallel to the memory requirements, only half the number of Green’s functions need
to be evaluated when the matrix is symmetric. For the combined electric and magnetic
current problems, the matrix has both symmetric and non-symmetric element groups;
potential Green’s functions result in a double symmetric entry, whilst the Green’s func-
tions for the curl of the potentials need to be individually computed. This can cause a
considerable increase in execution time.
Geometry Number of Number of Matrix Matrix
type triangles unknowns ﬁll time solve time
Straight wire 268 267 13 min 40 sec 0.06 sec
Rectangular patch 300 425 32 min 30 sec 0.28 sec
Table 5.2: Synopsis of two computational tasks. CPU time is for a single frequency
point.
The total solution times to compute the surface current distribution for a single frequency
point are listed for two diﬀerent tasks (Table 5.2), the ﬁrst is a wire type geometry and
the second a wider conductor pattern. However, it is impossible to compute an average
ﬁll time per element, as the computation of the elements is dependent on convergence of
the Sommerfeld integrals.
For wire type geometries where one triangle spans the width of the conductor pattern, each
triangle can have up to only two adjacent triangles. The number of basis functions, N , are
then approximately equal to the number of triangles, TN . For wide conductor patterns,
for example an m × n rectangular patch, each triangle can have up to three adjacent
triangles. The number of triangles is TN = 2mn and the number of basis functions is
N = mn + m(n − 1) + n(m − 1). For large m and n, the number of basis functions is
N ≈ 1.5TN . The number of basis functions therefore depends on the geometry and can
vary between
1 <
N
TN
< 1.5. (5.2)
For wire type conductor patterns the ratio is close to 1, and for rectangular solid conductor
patterns this ratio can be as high as 1.5.
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5.9 Conclusion
The triangular moment method presented in this dissertation can be used to successfully
predict the scattering parameters (both magnitude and phase) of multi-layered open or
closed structures. Some diﬀerences are observed, but the general accuracy is very good.
The calculation of the eﬀective permittivity in structures has received much attention in
the literature. The code successfully (and with high accuracy) computed this parameter
for a microstrip line. Also for microstrip structures, radiation and surface wave loss have
been accurately predicted and veriﬁed. The computational predictions for a multi-layered
coupling structure has been compared, with good agreement, to results obtained using
commercial software. A further analysis tested and veriﬁed correct implementation for
vertical scatterers and special basis functions. This included the eﬀect of a grounded
side wall being moved closer to or further apart from a microstrip line. Finally, two
microstrip-slot-microstrip transitions have been analysed to illustrate the use of the MoM
for combined electric and magnetic current problems. Comparison with results from the
literature and using commercial software show excellent correspondence. Advantages of
this approach, compared to formulations using only electric currents, are highlighted.
Performance of the implemented method has been discussed and measured against criteria
such as memory usage and execution speed.
Chapter 6
General Conclusion
6.1 Recommendations
The MoM code has been implemented as the ﬁrst phase of a simulation tool, which can be
exploited when skillfully used by its users. The code does have limitations and it would
be worthwhile focusing attention on speciﬁc details.
Execution of tasks is a time consuming process. The code runs on a personal computer,
but for large problems execution speed becomes a problem—in the commercial world
no user wishes to wait hours or even days to complete a simulation run. A commonly
encountered solution for this problem is to perform interpolations using preestablished
look-up tables [35, 48, 49]. The Green’s functions are a weak function of the geometry,
and should be computed and tabulated for discrete ρ, ranging from ρ = 0 to the maximum
distance between any two points on the conductor (or slot) interfaces. With this method
only a limited number of Green’s functions need to be evaluated and the matrix would be
ﬁlled using three-dimensional interpolation. This will result in a tremendous improvement
of the execution speed.
Diﬀerent techniques for extracting scattering parameters should be exploited. The present
technique works well, but requires port lengths of at least a quarter wavelength. Also,
because S-parameters are very sensitive to errors, a much ﬁner mesh and thus also longer
execution times are needed. The technique also relies on an optimisation process to cor-
rectly ﬁnd parameter values. Diﬀerent approaches may be used to verify the implemented
technique, but also to characterise N-port networks utilising physical symmetries and to
possibly interpolate frequency behaviour.
Various numerical issues had to be carefully considered. Computationally there is a limit
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when storing large values—inﬁnity is simply not a possibility. For the integration process
up to inﬁnity (kρ → ∞), Mosig’s Method of Averages was implemented. If and when
numerical overﬂow is encountered, integration is performed up to the maximum permitted
value (kρ,inf), which is then assumed to be the numerical equivalent of inﬁnity. Alongside
of this, the question of accuracy should be mentioned. Diﬀerent integration algorithms
have been tested, only one of which was implemented recursively and terminated to a
speciﬁed tolerance. This implementation was, however, too time intensive to be given
further consideration. The other implementations focussed on a ﬁxed number of points
per integration interval (Simpson’s rule; trapezium rule; and a very limited form of a
look-up table and interpolation methods). Simpson’s rule was implemented as the best
choice to approximate the kernel integrands, which are a strong function of the Bessel
function half-period. The above-mentioned numerical problems were given the necessary
attention, but may not be fully solved. A detailed analysis of the integration process
and its eﬀects on accuracy can still be conducted with ﬁndings being incorporated and
combined into the present code.
As an extension to this thesis, the near- and far-ﬁelds of an arbitrarily shaped object
embedded in a multi-layered substrate should be computed. The total ﬁeld Green’s func-
tions for planar media were theoretically derived in Appendix G, and in Appendix H the
near-ﬁeld static terms are extracted from the ﬁeld Green’s functions. These are in a suit-
able form to be used with the present method of moment formulation. Van Tonder [24]
developed code and veriﬁed the procedure for planar antennas buried in layered media.
The observation point can be within any layer and at any distance within each layer,
allowing the total ﬁelds to be computed anywhere within the geometry.
6.2 Conclusion
In this thesis a full-wave Method of Moments analysis of arbitrary objects embedded in
multi-layered media is presented. The mixed-potential integral equation formulation for
inﬁnite open planar structures is extended to account for the eﬀects of horizontal and
vertical shielding structures and makes provision for simultaneous electric and magnetic
currents. Electric surface currents are introduced on the surface of conducting aper-
tures and magnetic surface currents are introduced at slotline interfaces. This approach
eliminates meshing of ground planes altogether. Vertical shielding walls are meshed and
connected to horizontal conducting materials through half and multiple basis functions.
Development of the Sommerfeld type Green’s functions for planarly layered media is pre-
sented in some detail. Further insight into the problem is also provided using asymptotic
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expansion methods to simplify these integrals.
The formulation was evaluated by analysing a number of geometries and predicting the
scattering parameters. Excellent agreement with measured and numerical data from the
literature was obtained in both amplitude and phase.
The code developed is expected to be a valuable simulation tool within an academic
environment. A limit to larger practical applications would be the execution time required
to solve a problem. However, access to the programme code creates opportunity for its
users to exploit speciﬁc properties in computational analyses.
Appendix A
Fourier transforms
A.1 Deﬁnition of the Fourier transform
The multi-layered medium deﬁned in Section 2.1 extend to inﬁnity in the transverse
directions. It is convenient to introduce a two-dimensional Fourier transform pair changing
space variables x and y to their spectral counterparts kx and ky
f˜(kx, ky, z) =
1
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
f(x, y, z)e−jkxx−jkyydxdy (A.1)
where f˜(kx, ky, z) is the Fourier transform of f(x, y, z).
The inverse Fourier transform is
f(x, y, z) =
1
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
f˜(kx, ky, z)e
jkxx+jkyydkxdky. (A.2)
A.2 Transforms of derivatives
Using the linearity of the Fourier transform, it is found that [50]
F [ ∂
n
∂xn
f(x, y, z)] = (jkx)
nf˜(kx, ky, z). (A.3)
Derivatives with respect to y have the same form. For derivatives with respect to z,
however, the integration and diﬀerentiation can be interchanged as the integration is
independent of z
F [ ∂
n
∂zn
f(x, y, z)] =
∂n
∂zn
f˜(kx, ky, z). (A.4)
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A.3 Inverse Fourier identities
When the medium is translationally invariant in the x and y directions, the variables kx
and ky occur in the form k
2
ρ = k
2
x + k
2
y. The following useful inverse Fourier transforms
hold [51]
F−1{f˜(kρ)} =
∫ ∞
0
J0(kρρ)kρf˜(kρ)dkρ
F−1{jkxf˜(kρ)} = − cosφ
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)k
2
ρf˜(kρ)dkρ
F−1{jkyf˜(kρ)} = − sinφ
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)k
2
ρf˜(kρ)dkρ
F−1{kxkyf˜(kρ)} = sinφ cosφ
∫ ∞
0
[
J0(kρρ)k
3
ρ −
2
ρ
J1(kρρ)k
2
ρ
]
f˜(kρ)dkρ
F−1{k2xf˜(kρ)} =
∫ ∞
0
[
cos2 φJ0(kρρ)k
3
ρ −
cos 2φ
ρ
J1(kρρ)k
2
ρ
]
f˜(kρ)dkρ
F−1{k2y f˜(kρ)} =
∫ ∞
0
[
sin2 φJ0(kρρ)k
3
ρ +
cos 2φ
ρ
J1(kρρ)k
2
ρ
]
f˜(kρ)dkρ.
(A.5)
Appendix B
Potentials in terms of the Normal
Field Components
The dyadic for the vector potential G¯A, in the traditional Sommerfeld approach for strat-
iﬁed media, is given by
G¯A = xˆG
xx
A xˆ+ yˆG
yy
A yˆ + zˆ(G
zx
A xˆ+ G
zy
A yˆ + G
zz
A zˆ). (B.1)
These quantities can be written in terms of the normal components of the ﬁelds [24], [30].
The electric and magnetic ﬁelds in the space domain may be derived as a function of
the magnetic vector and electric scalar potentials, A and Φ respectively. Subject to the
Lorenz condition jωµΦ+∇ ·A = 0, valid relationships between the ﬁelds and potential
functions are [28]
µH = ∇×A
E = −jωA−∇Φ.
(B.2)
It is also known that the scalar potential of a unit point charge GΦ is related to the scalar
potential Φ of a time-harmonic dipole pointing in the αˆ direction. The relation is given
by [29]
Φ = − 1
jω
∇GΦ · αˆ = 1
jω
∇′GΦ · αˆ, (B.3)
where ∇′ acts on the primed source coordinates.
Now, given the two normal ﬁeld components Ez and Hz, the four transverse components
of the electromagnetic ﬁeld can be derived in a homogeneous layer. Using Maxwell’s
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equations for a source-free region and the Fourier transform pair given by
f˜(kx, ky, z) =
1
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
f(x, y, z)e−jkxx−jkyydxdy
f(x, y, z) =
1
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
f˜(kx, ky, z)e
jkxx+jkyydkxdky,
(B.4)
the transverse components in the spectral domain are given by [52]
k2ρE˜x = jkx
˙˜Ez + ωµkyH˜z
k2ρE˜y = jky
˙˜Ez − ωµkxH˜z
k2ρH˜x = jkx
˙˜Hz − ωkyE˜z
k2ρH˜y = jky
˙˜Hz + ωkxE˜z.
(B.5)
Here the tilde (˜ ) denotes a spectral quantity, and ψ˙ = ∂ψ
∂z
where ψ represents either E˜z
or H˜z in Eqn. B.5.
Using the relations B.2, B.3 and B.5, the potentials can be written in the spectral domain,
and in terms of the normal components of ﬁeld. Note that alternative solutions are found
when choosing a diﬀerent dyadic for the vector potential. The solution presented here
proceeds using the traditional Sommerfeld approach. Also, the the magnetic current M
and the electric vector potential F have been assumed to be zero.
To complete the derivation, an understanding of the ﬁeld to dyadic Green’s function rela-
tion is required. From the point of view of the Green’s functions, the normal components
of the ﬁelds are
zˆ · G¯E = GzxE xˆ+ GzyE yˆ + GzzE zˆ
zˆ · G¯H = GzxH xˆ+ GzyH yˆ.
(B.6)
Thus, a speciﬁc ﬁeld comprises those ﬁelds produced by individually x, y and z directed
sources. Note that GzzH = 0 because a vertical source in a stratiﬁed medium does not
produce a vertical magnetic ﬁeld.
Now, the transverse components of G¯E and G¯H are obtained from the normal components
by using Eqn. B.5 with E˜s, H˜s (s = x, y) formally replaced by sˆ · G¯E, sˆ · G¯H , giving
k2ρG˜
xx
E = jkx
˙˜GzxE + ωµkyG˜
zx
H
k2ρG˜
yy
E = jky
˙˜GzyE − ωµkxG˜zyH
k2ρG˜
xx
H = jkx
˙˜GzxH − ωkyG˜zxE
k2ρG˜
yy
H = jky
˙˜GzyH + ωkxG˜
zy
E .
(B.7)
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The three components of the vector equation µH = ∇ ×A can be reduced and written
in the spectral domain as
µH˜x = jkyA˜z − ∂
∂z
A˜y
µH˜y =
∂
∂z
A˜x − jkxA˜z
µH˜z = jkxA˜y − jkyA˜x.
(B.8)
Similarly, from E = −jωA−∇Φ, and substituting the Lorenz gauge
E˜z = −jωA˜z −∇Φ
= −jωA˜z + 1
jωµ
∂
∂z
(jkxA˜x + jkyA˜y +
∂
∂z
A˜z).
(B.9)
In terms of the ﬁeld and potential Green’s functions for a horizontal source Eqn. B.8 can
be written as
µG˜xxH xˆ+ µG˜
xy
H yˆ = jky(G˜
zx
A xˆ+ G˜
zy
A yˆ)−
∂
∂z
G˜yyA yˆ
µG˜yxH xˆ+ µG˜
yy
H yˆ =
∂
∂z
G˜xxA xˆ− jkx(G˜zxA xˆ+ G˜zyA yˆ)
µG˜zxH xˆ+ µG˜
zy
H yˆ = jkxG˜
yy
A yˆ − jkyG˜xxA xˆ,
(B.10)
and for a vertical source, Eqn. B.9 is equivalent to
G˜zzE zˆ = −jωG˜zzA zˆ−
k2z
jωµ
G˜zzA zˆ. (B.11)
The ﬁnal step involves substituting B.7 into B.10 and B.11. Solving for the potentials
yield
G˜xxA = −
µ
jky
G˜zxH
G˜yyA =
µ
jkx
G˜zyH
k2ρG˜
zx
A = jωµG˜
zx
E +
kxµ
ky
∂
∂z
G˜zxH
k2ρG˜
zy
A = jωµG˜
zy
E −
kyµ
kx
∂
∂z
G˜zyH
k2ρG˜
zz
A = jωµG˜
zz
E .
(B.12)
To obtain the equation for the scalar potential of a point charge associated with an
x directed horizontal dipole, use the Lorenz condition and the relation B.3, i.e.,
Φ =
jω
k2
∇ ·A = − 1
jω
∇GΦ · xˆ (B.13)
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From the equivalent Green’s function point of view
jω
k2
(jkxG˜
xx
A +
∂
∂z
G˜zxA ) = −
1
jω
jkxG˜Φ. (B.14)
Substituting appropriate results from B.12 and solving for G˜Φ, gives
G˜Φ =
jω
k2ρjkx
∂
∂z
G˜zxEJ −
( k
kρ
)2 1
jky
G˜zxHJ . (B.15)
This completes the spectral domain relations for the potentials written in terms of the
normal ﬁeld components.
Appendix C
Packing of the Moment Matrix
Consider Fig. C.1, where q is the source triangle, and p is the observation triangle. The
non-boundary sides of q are labelled a, b and c, indicating the number of the basis function
spanning that edge. Similarly x, y and z are the basis functions associated with triangle p.
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Figure C.1: Triangle pair p and q.
Assume that the surface currents associated with these triangles are electric. By default,
the integrals IpqAξ, I
pq
Aη and I
pq
A of Eqn. 4.44 and I
pq
Φ of Eqn. 4.46, contribute in up to
nine elements of the Z¯ matrix (subscripts distinguish between diﬀerent simplex coordi-
nate potential integrals, while the superscript identiﬁes the observer to source face-pair
combination). When extra basis functions are spanning a particular triangle edge, the
computed integrals can contribute to even more elements; this again justiﬁes computing
the potential integrals by face-pair combinations, rather than by edge-pair combinations.
When the source and observation triangles support diﬀerent type currents, magnetic and
electric respectively, the double integral P pq of Eqn. 4.47 will in a similar way contribute
to various elements of the Z¯ matrix. For example, if Ipq represents the contribution of the
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associated curl, vector or scalar potential quantity, then Ipq contributes to the following
Zuv elements
Ipq →


Zxa Zxb Zxc
Zya Zyb Zyc
Zza Zzb Zzc

 . (C.1)
To indicate to which Zuv elements a triangle contributes, deﬁne a connection matrix T
T =


...
a b c
...
x y z
...


→ row q
→ row p
(C.2)
where T is an NT × NBF matrix. NT is the total number of triangles in the structure
and NBF is the maximum number of basis functions associated with any triangle. As a
default NBF is set to 3. Therefore, the q
th row for the matrix T indicates that triangle
q is spanned by basis functions a, b and c. A few special cases should be mentioned. If
triangle q has only one non-boundary edge, say a, then the other two matrix elements
will be zero, [ a 0 0 ]. If the triangle is spanned by an extra basis function, say c and d
share the same physical edge, then NBF should be increased to permit entering all basis
functions spanning that triangle, [ a b c d ]. Note that all non-boundary edges must have
a double entry into the connection matrix. When a triangle is connected to a PEC, a half
basis function is deﬁned and a single matrix entry is made to associate this connecting
edge with one triangle only.
A generalised approach to packing the Z¯ matrix has been developed. The proposed
solution diﬀers from the one introduced by Van Tonder [24] in that multiple problems, all
stacked and separated by a PEC, can now be simultaneously solved by ﬁlling only one large
matrix. Also, the ﬁlling algorithm eﬃciently packs partially symmetric matrices, which
are present when solving problems that support a combination of electric and magnetic
currents. In the presence of only electric (or magnetic) type currents, the contribution
of an element such as Ipq in the Z¯ matrix can be eﬃciently evaluated - it is suﬃcient to
evaluate only the upper (or lower) triangle elements and then simply enforce symmetry by
casting computed values to their symmetric counterparts. This describes the essence of
the approach used in [24]. When a problem supports both electric and magnetic surface
currents, the ∇×A and ∇×F terms in Eqn. 4.9 disrupt symmetry in the moment matrix.
From the deﬁnition of the partitioned matrix, Eqn. 4.30, it follows that subsectional
symmetric matrices still exist within the global one. The packing scheme developed aims
at utilising eﬃcient evaluation techniques for ﬁlling these symmetric matrices, within the
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global ﬁlling procedure.
In pseudo-code the complete packing scheme may be described as
for prCnt = 1 to NProblems
K = 1
for pCnt = 1 to prNT
p = triList(prCnt, pCnt)
for qCnt = pCnt to prNT
q = triList(prCnt, qCnt)
for Cnt = 1 to 2
for pp = 1 to NBF
u = T (p, pp)
if u = 0, then break pp
for qq = 1 to NBF
v = T (q, qq)
if v = 0, then break qq
if p = q and u > v, then K = 0
if p = q and u = v, then K = 2†
U = min[u, v]
V = max[u, v]
if triType(p) = ‘M’ and triType(q) = ‘J’, then
V = min[u, v]
U = max[u, v]
end if
Zuv(U, V ) = Zuv(U, V ) + KIpq
if triType(p) = triType(q), then Zuv(V, U) = Zuv(U, V )
K = 1
next qq
next pp
if triType(p) = triType(q), then swop(p, q)
if triType(p) = triType(q), then break Cnt
next Cnt
next qCnt
next pCnt
next prCnt.
(C.3)
Note that the loop involving qCnt only runs from pCnt to prNT , where prNT is the
number of triangles associated with the problem under consideration. This attains a
†Reference [24] is erroneous
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desirable stepping through and packing of only the upper triangle for all subsectional
symmetric matrices within Z¯. Within every loop, symmetry is immediately enforced by
casting the computed value to its symmetric counterpart,
Zuv(V, U) = Zuv(U, V ). (C.4)
When the source and observation triangles support diﬀerent current types, e.g. magnetic
(‘M’) and electric (‘J’), symmetry is lost. Integral computations should now be performed
twice for every triangle-pair. To accomplish this, an extra loop has been introduced. Its
function is to re-enter the ﬁlling process after interchanging the values of p and q; the
source becomes the observer and vice versa. The approach thus takes a temporary sidestep
from evaluating only upper-triangular elements. Also note that when the source triangle
supports an electric surface current, the computed value is packed in the lower triangle
of the global matrix (U > V ), and when the source supports a magnetic surface current
the computed value is packed in the upper triangle of the matrix (U < V ). This follows
directly from the deﬁnition of the partitioned matrix, Eqn. 4.30.
When the source and observation triangles are adjacent or congruent, the factor K ma-
nipulates the calculation of the elements on, and next to the diagonal. This adjusting
is required because qCnt only runs from pCnt to prNT . To demonstrate this, consider
Fig. C.2.
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Figure C.2: Triangle pair p and q contributing to the elements of matrix Z¯ on, and
next to, the diagonal.
The diagonal element Zaa consists of the contribution of the following triangle pairs
Zaa = I
pp + Iqq + Iqp + Ipq. (C.5)
Since qCnt only runs from pCnt to prNT , the code will compute only one of the last two
terms. Since Ipq = Iqp (if the test was fully Galerkin), this contribution can therefore be
doubled
if p = q and u = v, then Zuv = Zuv + 2Ipq. (C.6)
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The other adjustment needed is seen when considering the case when the source and
observer triangles are equal, p = q. Assume that Iqq will contribute to the following
elements on, and next to, the diagonal. The Z-subscripts used are arbitrary, and are just
used to indicate the element position in the matrix
Iqq →
[
Z11 Z12
Z21 Z22
]
. (C.7)
The contribution of Iqq at Z21 will be incorrectly added at Z12, since all contributions of
Iqq are packed in the upper triangular matrix of Z¯. Remembering that Zuv = Zuv +KI
pq,
this contribution can simply be zeroed
if p = q and u > v, then K = 0. (C.8)
The advantage of this packing scheme is that an arbitrary number of problems may
be stacked and solved simultaneously. These may support any combination of electric
and magnetic surface currents. The symmetric submatrices within the global matrix are
evaluated eﬃciently using an adapted form of the packing method introduced by [24]. This
method was used as a basis because of its reduction in execution time and the amount of
memory required. Simpler problems may still reduce to this form and beneﬁt from these
advantages.
Appendix D
Integration of Singular Integrands
When the observation and source triangles are congruent, singularities arise in the nu-
merical computation of the integrals, since the observation point can coincide with the
source point. Wilton et al. [38] presented analytical expressions for the most commonly
encountered potential integrals due to uniform and linearly varying source distributions
deﬁned on simply shaped domains. Two particular solutions deﬁned on a planar surface
with polygonal boundaries have been found useful in the evaluation of the self-term con-
tributions to the moment matrix. The formulae presented have advantages in terms of
accuracy, conciseness and convenience for numerical work.
To facilitate evaluation of the potential integrals, a few readily identiﬁable geometrical
quantities are introduced (Fig. D.1). When surface sources are distributed on a planar
polygon S, the potential observed at a point r due to an elemental source on S at r′ is
proportional to 1
R
= 1|r−r′| . The perpendicular distance from the point located by r to
∂Si (the i
th edge of S) or its extension is designated P 0i . ∂Si is parameterised by the
arc length variable l′ measured from the plane which is perpendicular to the ith edge
and which passes through the point located by r. P 0i and l
′ represent, in eﬀect, a pair of
rectangular coordinates in the plane P locating points on ∂Si. In terms of l
′, the endpoints
of ∂Si are located at l
+
i and l
−
i . Distances measured from r to the associated endpoints
r+i and r
−
i of ∂Si are denoted R
+
i and R
−
i respectively. The quantities P
0
i , Pˆ
0
i , R
±
i and l
±
i
are readily calculated in terms of r and r±i by the following sequence of computations
lˆi =
r+i − r−i
|r+i − r−i |
uˆi = lˆi × nˆ
l±i = (r
±
i − r) · lˆi P 0i = |(r±i − r) · uˆi|
R±i = |r±i − r| =
√
(P 0i )
2 + (l±i )2 Pˆ
0
i =
(r±i − r)− l±i lˆi
P 0i
.
(D.1)
Note that uˆi = ±Pˆ0i , the sign depending on which end of ∂Si corresponds to the vector r+i .
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Figure D.1: Geometrical quantities associated with the line segment C lying in the
plane P . The observation point for the potential is located by the
position vector r with respect to the coordinate origin O.
Wilton [38] deﬁnes a distance d, which represents the height of the observation point
above the plane of S, measured positively in the direction of the unit normal nˆ. In the
Method of Moments solution for the self-term, the observation point is in the plane P
at the point r = rcp. Setting the distance d = 0, the potential due to a uniform source
distribution on S is proportional to∫
S
1
R
dS ′ =
∑
i
Pˆ0i · uˆi
[
P 0i ln
R+i + l
+
i
R−i + l
−
i
]
. (D.2)
If r is on an edge or its extension, it is easily shown that the contribution to the sum
in Eqn. D.2 from that edge vanishes. The form is also symmetric in the vertex indices,
which not only is intuitively satisfying, but also has the practical consequence of rendering
it suitable for programming using loop/vector operations when the vertex information is
stored in vector form.
The corresponding integral for linearly varying source distributions is evaluated in vector
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form ∫
S
r′ − r
R
dS′ =
1
2
∑
i
uˆi
[
(P 0i )
2 ln
R+i + l
+
i
R−i + l
−
i
+ l+i R
+
i − l−i R−i
]
. (D.3)
Both Eqns. D.2 and D.3 transformed a surface integral to a line integral. Of importance
is to get the reference direction of integration over ∂l′ correct. It is known [42] that if the
matrix
D¯ =


1 x1 y1
1 x2 y2
1 x3 y3

 (D.4)
is formed, the area of triangle T q is given by the absolute value of the determinant of D¯
Aq =
1
2
| det D¯|. (D.5)
The sign of the determinant determines the integration direction, Sign = sign[det(D¯)],
with Sign = +1 if the integration is in an anti-clockwise direction with the unit normal
vector nˆ in a positive z direction, and Sign = −1 if the integration is in a clockwise
direction. Therefore, to get the correct direction of integration, ensure that both the sign
of the normal vector and that of the determinant of the nodal coordinate matrix are the
same. The direction of integration for an x and y directed triangle may be calculated
using nodal coordinate matrices [1 y z] and [1 z x] respectively.
A singular term of the form e
−jkR
R
is present in the diagonal elements of the vector potential
dyads K¯A and K¯F ; and also for the scalar potentials KΦ and KΨ. To evaluate the time-
harmonic scalar potential due to a uniform charge distribution on a triangular patch T q,
a subtraction-and-addition of the singularity approach is used. The scalar potential is
proportional to ∫
T q
e−jkR
R
dS ′ =
∫
T q
e−jkR − 1
R
dS′ +
∫
T q
1
R
dS ′. (D.6)
The ﬁrst integral on the right has a bounded integrand for every observation point and
hence can be integrated numerically as was described in Section 4.5; the second integral
is a special case of Eqn. D.2 and hence can be evaluated analytically.
On evaluating the diagonal elements of the vector potential dyads, the static parts mul-
tiplied with the vector basis functions pose a singularity which cannot be integrated
analytically. The basis functions are proportional to the vector r′ − ri, where ri is the ith
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vertex of T q. Vector potentials due to these basis functions are then proportional to∫
T q
(r′ − ri)e
−jkR
R
dS ′ =
∫
T q
(r′ − r)e
−jkR
R
dS ′ + (r− ri)
∫
T q
e−jkR
R
dS ′
=
∫
T q
(r′ − rcp)e
−jkR − 1
R
dS′ + (rcp − ri)
∫
T q
e−jkR − 1
R
dS′
+
∫
T q
r′ − rcp
R
dS ′ + (rcp − ri)
∫
T q
1
R
dS ′.
(D.7)
The last two integrals are merely Eqns. D.2 and D.3 with S specialised to T q, and the
two preceding ones always have bounded integrands which can be numerically integrated.
In the last step, the position vector r has been replaced with the centroid rcp of the
observation triangle.
For the non-diagonal elements of K¯A and K¯F the singularity is of the form
e−jks
ρ
− s
ρr
e−jkr. (D.8)
Treatment of the singularity is described by Bunger and Arndt [31]
For the non-diagonal elements of K¯A, the analytical expressions of the ex-
tracted static parts are singular only at the interfaces between the adjacent
layers. Since the terms of the static parts multiplied with the basis functions
cannot be integrated analytically, the static parts are simply added to the
non-diagonal regular parts of K¯A in the space domain, and integrated nu-
merically. The singularity of the total non-diagonal elements of K¯A poses no
numerical diﬃculties, because the triangular segments are not allowed to cross
the interface between adjacent layers. The treatment of the singularities in
layered media is similar to the treatment of singularities in free-space, the only
diﬀerence is the appearance of additional image terms.
Correctness of the above statement needed veriﬁcation because substituting ρ = 0 lead
to a mathematically undeﬁned result. A Taylor expansion of Eqn. D.8 was developed to
avoid the possibility of a singularity at ρ = 0
e−jks
ρ
− s
ρr
e−jkr ≈ e
−jkr
r
[
1
2
(1 + K)γ +
1
24
(1 + 2K + 3K2)γ3]. (D.9)
In the last equation K = jkr and γ can be deﬁned as the angle between the vertical
distance s and the spatial distance r separating the source and observer points. As γ
approaches zero, ρ→ 0 and Eqn. D.8 indeed has an analytical solution for all values of ρ.
Appendix E
Magnetic Dipole Fields in a Layered
Medium
Similar to the problem of an electric dipole embedded in a layered medium (Chapter 2 Sec-
tion 2.3), the TM and TE wave components of a magnetic dipole propagate through a
layered medium completely decoupled from each other.
Expressions deﬁning the ﬁeld equations for a magnetic dipole (Eqn. 2.31) are repeated
for convenience
E(r) = −jωµ∇× αˆIAe
−jkr
4πr
H(r) = k2
(
I¯+
∇∇
k2
)
· αˆIAe
−jkr
4πr
.
(E.1)
For a horizontal magnetic dipole (HMD) located in medium m and pointing in the x di-
rection, the respective Green’s functions for the normal ﬁeld component wave propagation
in medium n are
GzxEM,n = −jωµm
IA
4π
sinφ
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)
k2ρ
jkmz
FHMDEz
m
n
dkρ
GzxHM,n = −
IA
4π
cosφ
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)k
2
ρF
HMD
Hz
µm
µn
dkρ.
(E.2)
A vertical magnetic dipole (VMD) located in medium m has a zero Ez component, there-
fore no TM wave. Using Eqn. E.1, the Green’s function expansion of the normal ﬁeld
component for TE wave propagation in medium n is
GzzHM,n =
IA
4π
∫ ∞
0
J0(kρρ)
k3ρ
jkmz
F V MDHz
µm
µn
dkρ. (E.3)
The functions FHMDEz , F
HMD
Hz
and F V MDHz are the z-dependent solutions of wave propaga-
tion for a magnetic dipole source in a stratiﬁed medium. These functions depend on the
position of the observation layer relative to the source layer.
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Observation point and source in the same layer, n = m
Inside the mth layer the z variation of the solutions for a horizontal magnetic dipole and
vertical magnetic dipole are
FHMDEz = e
−jkmz |z−z′| + BTM,HMDm e
jkmzz + DTM,HMDm e
−jkmzz
FHMDHz = ∓e−jkmz |z−z
′| + BTE,HMDm e
jkmzz + DTE,HMDm e
−jkmzz
F V MDHz = e
−jkmz |z−z′| + BTE,V MDm e
jkmzz + DTE,V MDm e
−jkmzz
(E.4)
where the amplitude coeﬃcients are found from constraint conditions for the waves at
z = −dm−1 and z = −dm
BTM,HMDm = R˜
TM
m,m−1
[
+e−jkmz |dm−1+z
′| + e−jkmz(dm−dm−1)R˜TMm,m+1e
−jkmz |dm+z′|
]
M˜TMm e
jkmzdm−1
DTM,HMDm = R˜
TM
m,m+1
[
+e−jkmz |dm+z
′| + e−jkmz(dm−dm−1)R˜TMm,m−1e
−jkmz |dm−1+z′|
]
M˜TMm e
−jkmzdm
BTE,HMDm = R˜
TE
m,m−1
[
−e−jkmz |dm−1+z′| + e−jkmz(dm−dm−1)R˜TEm,m+1e−jkmz |dm+z
′|
]
M˜TEm e
jkmzdm−1
DTE,HMDm = R˜
TE
m,m+1
[
+e−jkmz |dm+z
′| − e−jkmz(dm−dm−1)R˜TEm,m−1e−jkmz |dm−1+z
′|
]
M˜TEm e
−jkmzdm
BTE,V MDm = R˜
TE
m,m−1
[
+e−jkmz |dm−1+z
′| + e−jkmz(dm−dm−1)R˜TEm,m+1e
−jkmz |dm+z′|
]
M˜TEm e
jkmzdm−1
DTE,V MDm = R˜
TE
m,m+1
[
+e−jkmz |dm+z
′| + e−jkmz(dm−dm−1)R˜TEm,m−1e
−jkmz |dm−1+z′|
]
M˜TEm e
−jkmzdm .
(E.5)
The values of M˜TMm and M˜
TE
m were deﬁned in Section 2.3. Conveniently, both sources
use the same value. Similarly, the generalised reﬂection coeﬃcients were derived for an
electric dipole source and is given by Eqns. 2.19 to 2.21.
Observation point in layer n < m
Using a recursive method similar to that described for an electric dipole, the z-dependence
of the ﬁeld in Region n can be written as
FHMDEz = A
TM,HMD+
n
[
e−jknzz + R˜TMn,n−1e
2jknzdn−1+jknzz
]
FHMDHz = A
TE,HMD+
n
[
e−jknzz + R˜TEn,n−1e
2jknzdn−1+jknzz
]
F V MDHz = A
TE,V MD+
n
[
e−jknzz + R˜TEn,n−1e
2jknzdn−1+jknzz
]
,
(E.6)
with A+n the amplitude of the upgoing wave, given by
A+n e
jknzdn = A+me
jkmzdm
m−1∏
i=n
(
e−jki+1,z(di+1−di)S+i+1,i
)
(E.7)
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and
S+i+1,i =
Ti+1,i
1−Ri,i+1R˜i,i−1e−2jkiz(di−di−1)
. (E.8)
To calculate the amplitude of the upgoing wave in the source layer A+m, use the same
procedure as was explained for an electric dipole (Section 2.3)
ATM,HMD+m =
[
+ejkmzz
′
+ e−jkmz(2dm+z
′)R˜TMm,m+1
]
M˜TMm
ATE,HMD+m =
[
−ejkmzz′ + e−jkmz(2dm+z′)R˜TEm,m+1
]
M˜TEm
ATE,V MD+m =
[
+ejkmzz
′
+ e−jkmz(2dm+z
′)R˜TEm,m+1
]
M˜TEm .
(E.9)
Observation point in layer n > m
To ﬁnd the z-dependence of the ﬁeld in Region n, with n > m, recursive relations similar
to Eqns. 2.26 to 2.29 for an electric dipole source are used. The results are
FHMDEz = A
TM,HMD−
n
[
ejknzz + R˜TMn,n+1e
−2jknzdn−jknzz
]
FHMDHz = A
TE,HMD−
n
[
ejknzz + R˜TEn,n+1e
−2jknzdn−jknzz
]
F V MDHz = A
TE,V MD−
n
[
ejknzz + R˜TEn,n+1e
−2jknzdn−jknzz
] (E.10)
where the amplitude of the downgoing wave A−n is related to the amplitude of the down-
going wave in the source layer A−m. The relation is given by
A−n e
−jknzdn−1 = A−me
−jkmzdm−1
n−1∏
i=m
(
e−jkiz(di−di−1)S−i,i+1
)
(E.11)
with
S−i,i+1 =
Ti,i+1
1−Ri+1,iR˜i+1,i+2e−2jki+1,z(di+1−di)
. (E.12)
and
ATM,HMD−m =
[
+e−jkmzz
′
+ ejkmz(2dm−1+z
′)R˜TMm,m−1
]
M˜TMm
ATE,HMD−m =
[
+e−jkmzz
′ − ejkmz(2dm−1+z′)R˜TEm,m−1
]
M˜TEm
ATE,V MD−m =
[
+e−jkmzz
′
+ ejkmz(2dm−1+z
′)R˜TEm,m−1
]
M˜TEm .
(E.13)
Appendix F
Electric Potential Green’s Functions
To ﬁnd the electric vector and magnetic scalar potential Green’s functions, the principle
of duality can be eﬀectively utilised. In addition to Eqn. 2.30, the duality replacements
for the vector potentials are
A→ F and F→ −A. (F.1)
The dyadic for the electric vector potential K¯F is given by
K¯F =


GxxF 0 K
xz
F
0 GxxF K
yz
F
GzxF G
zy
F K
zz
F

 . (F.2)
As was explained for the magnetic potentials, evaluation of GxxF , G
zx
F , K
xz
F and K
zz
F is
suﬃcient for a complete description of the dyadic kernel. In addition the Green’s func-
tion for the scalar potential associated with a horizontal magnetic dipole GΨ should be
computed.
With FHMDEz , F
HMD
Hz
and F V MDHz given by either Eqn. E.6 or E.10, the spatial domain
Green’s functions for the electric potentials are
GΨ =
jωµmIA
4πµn
∫ ∞
0
J0(kρρ)
( 1
kρ
∂
∂z
FHMDHz +
k2n
jkmzkρ
FHMDEz
m
n
)
dkρ
GxxF =
jωµmnIA
4π
∫ ∞
0
J0(kρρ)
kρ
jkmz
FHMDEz
m
n
dkρ
GzxF =
jωµmnIA
4π
cosφ
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)
(
−FHMDHz +
1
jkmz
∂
∂z
FHMDEz
m
n
)
dkρ
KxzF =
jωµmnIA
4π
cosφ
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)
j
kmz
(k2m
k2n
∂
∂z
F V MDHz +
∂
∂z′
FHMDEz
m
n
)
dkρ
KzzF = −
jωµmnIA
4π
∫ ∞
0
J0(kρρ)
[
j
( kρ
kmz
k2m
k2n
− kmz
kρ
)
F V MDHz +
j
kmzkρ
∂2
∂z′∂z
FHMDEz
m
n
]
dkρ.
(F.3)
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In the above equations the source and observation points are separated by at least one
layer, |n −m| > 1, and asymptotic techniques cannot be used to increase convergence
of the Sommerfeld integrals.
When the source and observation points are in adjacent layers, |n −m| = 1, the largest
asymptotic term is extracted to improve convergence. In this case there are no image terms
and the static part corresponds to the direct transmitted wave, which was graphically
explained in Fig. 3.4. The associated transmission coeﬃcients are
T TM,∞M =
2m
n + m
T TE,∞M =
2µn
µn + µm
(F.4)
and the “averaged” propagation constant used for an equivalent homogeneous medium
(Section 3.3) is
ki = 0.5[(km) + (kn)] + j min[	(km),	(kn)]. (F.5)
When the source and observation points are located in the same layer, m = n, the ﬁrst
three largest asymptotic terms are extracted in the spectral domain. In the space domain,
these terms represent the direct part, and two images at the upper and lower interfaces.
This was shown in Fig. 3.5. The reﬂection coeﬃcients have the same values as those used
for the magnetic potentials
RTE,∞m,m−1 =
µm−1 − µm
µm−1 + µm
RTE,∞m,m+1 =
µm+1 − µm
µm+1 + µm
RTM,∞m,m−1 =
m−1 − m
m−1 + m
RTM,∞m,m+1 =
m+1 − m
m+1 + m
.
(F.6)
Finally, FHMDEz , F
HMD
Hz
and F V MDHz are given by either Eqn. E.4 (without the direct terms),
Eqn. E.6 or Eqn. E.10. The particular choice depends on the respective source and
observation layers.
Evaluation of GΨ
Observation point and source in adjacent layers, |n−m| = 1
GΨ =
jωµmIA
4πµn
[
T TE,∞M
e−jkir
r
+
∫ ∞
0
J0(kρρ)
( 1
kρ
∂
∂z
FHMDHz
+
k2n
jkmzkρ
FHMDEz
m
n
− T TE,∞M e−jkiz |z−z
′| kρ
jkiz
)
dkρ
] (F.7)
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Observation point and source in the same layer, n = m
GΨ =
jωIA
4π
[
e−jkmr
r
−RTE,∞m,m−1
e−jkmr1
r1
−RTE,∞m,m+1
e−jkmr2
r2
+
∫ ∞
0
J0(kρρ)
( 1
kρ
∂
∂z
FHMDHz +
k2m
jkmzkρ
FHMDEz
+ RTE,∞m,m−1e
−jkmzs1 kρ
jkmz
+ RTE,∞m,m+1e
−jkmzs2 kρ
jkmz
)
dkρ
] (F.8)
Evaluation of GxxF
Observation point and source in adjacent layers, |n−m| = 1
GxxF =
jωµmnIA
4π
[
T TM,∞M
e−jkir
r
+
∫ ∞
0
J0(kρρ)kρ
(FHMDEz
jkmz
m
n
− T
TM,∞
M
jkiz
e−jkiz |z−z
′|
)
dkρ
]
(F.9)
Observation point and source in the same layer, n = m
GxxF =
jωµmmIA
4π
[
e−jkmr
r
+ RTM,∞m,m−1
e−jkmr1
r1
+ RTM,∞m,m+1
e−jkmr2
r2
+
∫ ∞
0
J0(kρρ)
kρ
jkmz
(
FHMDEz −RTM,∞m,m−1e−jkmzs1 −RTM,∞m,m+1e−jkmzs2
)
dkρ
] (F.10)
Evaluation of GzxF
Observation point and source in adjacent layers, |n−m| = 1
GzxF =
jωµmnIA
4π
cosφ
[
−sign(z − z′)(T TM,∞M − T TE,∞M )
(1
ρ
e−jki|z−z
′| − |z − z
′|
ρr
e−jkir
)
+
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)
(
−FHMDHz +
1
jkmz
∂
∂z
FHMDEz
m
n
+ sign(z − z′)(T TM,∞M − T TE,∞M )e−jkiz |z−z
′|
)
dkρ
]
(F.11)
Observation point and source in the same layer, n = m
GzxF =
jωµmmIA
4π
cosφ
[
(RTE,∞m,m−1 + R
TM,∞
m,m−1)
(1
ρ
e−jkms1 − s1
ρr1
e−jkmr1
)
− (RTE,∞m,m+1 + RTM,∞m,m+1)
(1
ρ
e−jkms2 − s2
ρr2
e−jkmr2
)
+
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)
(
−FHMDHz +
1
jkmz
∂
∂z
FHMDEz − (RTE,∞m,m−1 + RTM,∞m,m−1)e−jkmzs1
+ (RTE,∞m,m+1 + R
TM,∞
m,m+1)e
−jkmzs2
)
dkρ
]
(F.12)
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Evaluation of KxzF
Observation point and source in adjacent layers, |n−m| = 1
KxzF =
jωµmnIA
4π
cosφ
[
−sign(z − z′)(T TM,∞M −
k2m
k2n
T TE,∞M )
(1
ρ
e−jki|z−z
′| − |z − z
′|
ρr
e−jkir
)
+
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)
( j
kmz
k2m
k2n
∂
∂z
F V MDHz +
j
kmz
∂
∂z′
FHMDEz
m
n
+ sign(z − z′)(T TM,∞M −
k2m
k2n
T TE,∞M )e
−jkiz |z−z′|
)
dkρ
]
(F.13)
Observation point and source in the same layer, n = m
KxzF =
jωµmmIA
4π
cosφ
[
−(RTE,∞m,m−1 + RTM,∞m,m−1)
(1
ρ
e−jkms1 − s1
ρr1
e−jkmr1
)
+ (RTE,∞m,m+1 + R
TM,∞
m,m+1)
(1
ρ
e−jkms2 − s2
ρr2
e−jkmr2
)
+
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)
( j
kmz
∂
∂z
F V MDHz +
j
kmz
∂
∂z′
FHMDEz
+ (RTE,∞m,m−1 + R
TM,∞
m,m−1)e
−jkmzs1 − (RTE,∞m,m+1 + RTM,∞m,m+1)e−jkmzs2
)
dkρ
]
(F.14)
Evaluation of KzzF
Observation point and source in adjacent layers, |n−m| = 1
KzzF =
jωµmnIA
4π
[
−
(
T TM,∞M − (
k2m
k2n
+ 1)T TE,∞M
)e−jkir
r
−
∫ ∞
0
J0(kρρ)
[
j
( kρ
kmz
k2m
k2n
− kmz
kρ
)
F V MDHz +
j
kmzkρ
∂2
∂z′∂z
FHMDEz
m
n
+
(
T TM,∞M − (
k2m
k2n
+ 1)T TE,∞M
)
e−jkiz |z−z
′| jkρ
kiz
]
dkρ
] (F.15)
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Observation point and source in the same layer, n = m
KzzF =
jωµmmIA
4π
[
e−jkmr
r
+
(
RTM,∞m,m−1 + 2R
TE,∞
m,m−1
)e−jkmr1
r1
+
(
RTM,∞m,m+1 + 2R
TE,∞
m,m+1
)e−jkmr2
r2
−
∫ ∞
0
J0(kρρ)
[
j
( kρ
kmz
− kmz
kρ
)
F V MDHz +
j
kmzkρ
∂2
∂z′∂z
FHMDEz
−
(
RTM,∞m,m−1 + 2R
TE,∞
m,m−1
)
e−jkmzs1
jkρ
kmz
−
(
RTM,∞m,m+1 + 2R
TE,∞
m,m+1
)
e−jkmzs2
jkρ
kmz
]
dkρ
]
(F.16)
Appendix G
Total Field Green’s Functions
In this Appendix the Green’s functions in the frequency domain, for the total electric and
magnetic ﬁelds are developed. A time-varying electric dipole embedded in stratiﬁed media
is used to give a detailed analysis on the concepts involved. The derivation elaborates on
the work of Van Tonder [24] and [25], with the functions in a suitable form to be used with
the triangular method of moments. The Green’s functions of the dual magnetic dipole
are summarised and included for completeness.
The total ﬁeld observed at the point (ρ, z), due to a source located at (0, z′), can be
expressed as the sum of the direct and reﬂected ﬁelds
E = ED +ER
H = HD +HR.
(G.1)
When the observation point and the source are in the same layer, n = m, the direct ﬁeld
corresponds to the ﬁeld in a homogeneous, isotropic medium due to a point current source
directed in the αˆ direction, J(r) = αˆIδ(r). Expressions deﬁning such direct ﬁelds were
derived in Section 2.2, and Eqns. 2.9 and 2.10 are repeated for convenience
ED = −jωµ
(
I¯+
∇∇
k2
)
· αˆIe
−jkr
4πr
HD = ∇× αˆIe
−jkr
4πr
.
(G.2)
When the observation point and source are in diﬀerent layers, however, all direct ﬁelds
are zero and the total ﬁeld is a function of the reﬂected ﬁelds only.
Given the two normal components Ez and Hz, the four transverse components of the
electromagnetic ﬁeld can be derived in each of the homogeneous layers. Using Maxwell’s
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equations for a source-free region and the Fourier transform pair given by
f˜(kx, ky, z) =
1
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
f(x, y, z)e−jkxx−jkyydxdy
f(x, y, z) =
1
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
f˜(kx, ky, z)e
jkxx+jkyydkxdky,
(G.3)
the transverse components in the spectral domain are given by [52]
k2ρE˜x = jkx
˙˜Ez + ωµkyH˜z
k2ρE˜y = jky
˙˜Ez − ωµkxH˜z
k2ρH˜x = jkx
˙˜Hz − ωkyE˜z
k2ρH˜y = jky
˙˜Hz + ωkxE˜z.
(G.4)
Here the tilde (˜ ) denotes a spectral quantity, and ψ˙ = ∂ψ
∂z
where ψ represents either E˜z
or H˜z in Eqn. G.4.
G.1 Green’s Functions for the Fields of an HED
Consider Eqn. 2.14 expressing the Green’s functions of the normal TM and TE ﬁeld
components for an HED. Depending on the respective observation and source layers,
FHEDEz and F
HED
Hz
are given by either Eqn. 2.16, 2.22 or 2.26.
With the observation point and the source in the same layer, m = n, it was realised that
the total ﬁeld comprises both a direct and reﬂected ﬁeld component. From Eqn. 2.16, the
ﬁrst term may be recognised to represent the direct wave, whilst the second and third
terms give rise to a reﬂected wave.
From Eqn. 2.14 and using Eqn. G.2, the Green’s functions for the direct ﬁelds can be
written in closed form. The z components of the direct ﬁeld created by an x directed
Hertzian dipole are
GzxDEJ,m =
I
4π
j
ωm
cosφ
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)k
2
ρ
(
∓e−jkmz |z−z′|
)
dkρ
= − I
4π
j
ωm
∂2
∂z∂x
e−jkmr
r
= cosφ
I
4π
e−jkmr
(jωµm
r
+
3ηm
r2
+
3
jωmr3
)
sin θ cos θ
(G.5)
and
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GzxDHJ,m =
I
4π
sinφ
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)
k2ρ
jkmz
e−jkmz |z−z
′|dkρ
= − I
4π
∂
∂y
e−jkmr
r
= sinφ
I
4π
e−jkmr
(jkm
r
+
1
r2
)
sin θ.
(G.6)
In the above two equations it was assumed that both the observation and source points
are in the same layer, m = n. Also, for the x directed source, αˆ = xˆ was used; and lastly,
in carrying out the Cartesian coordinate diﬀerentiation, the relations r =
√
x2 + y2 + z2,
x = r sin θ cosφ, y = r sin θ sinφ and z = r cos θ hold.
With the second and third terms in Eqn. 2.16 corresponding to the reﬂected wave, the
total TM and TE ﬁelds are
GzxEJ,m = G
zxD
EJ,m + G
zxR
EJ,m
= GzxDEJ,m +
I
4π
j
ωm
cosφ
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)k
2
ρ
(
BTM,HEDm e
jkmzz + DTM,HEDm e
−jkmzz
)
dkρ
= cosφ (CDJ + C
R
J )
= cosφCJ
(G.7)
and
GzxHJ,m = G
zxD
HJ,m + G
zxR
HJ,m
= GzxDHJ,m +
I
4π
sinφ
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)
k2ρ
jkmz
(
BTE,HEDm e
jkmzz + DTE,HEDm e
−jkmzz
)
dkρ
= sinφ (FDJ + F
R
J )
= sinφFJ .
(G.8)
When the observation point and the source are in diﬀerent layers, i.e. m = n, all direct
ﬁelds are zero, and FHEDEz and F
HED
Hz
in Eqn. 2.14 are given by either Eqn. 2.22 or 2.26.
Using Eqn. 2.14, deﬁne in the spectral domain in terms of dyadic Green’s functions
G˜zxEJ =
I
4πωn
FHEDEz (G.9)
and
G˜zxHJ = −
I
4π
FHEDHz
kmz
µm
µn
. (G.10)
Before evaluation of the transverse ﬁelds in the frequency domain, the kx and ky de-
pendence of the amplitudes in Eqns. G.9 and G.10 must be explicitly known. Realising
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that
GzxEJ = −jF−1{jkxG˜zxEJ}
GzxHJ = −jF−1{jkyG˜zxHJ},
(G.11)
it follows that by means of a constant amplitude extraction and substitution into Eqn. G.4,
the Green’s functions for the transverse ﬁelds of an HED can be computed from
G˜xxEJ =
1
k2ρ
(
jk2x
˙˜GzxEJ + ωµk
2
yG˜
zx
HJ
)
G˜yxEJ =
kxky
k2ρ
(
j ˙˜GzxEJ − ωµG˜zxHJ
)
G˜xxHJ =
kxky
k2ρ
(
j ˙˜GzxHJ − ωG˜zxEJ
)
G˜yxHJ =
1
k2ρ
(
jk2y
˙˜GzxHJ + ωk
2
xG˜
zx
EJ
)
.
(G.12)
Using the inverse Fourier identities of A.5, the Green’s functions in the frequency domain
are obtained.
To summarise, for the electric and magnetic ﬁelds
GxxEJ = cos
2 φAJ + sin
2 φBJ
GyxEJ = sinφ cosφ (AJ −BJ)
GzxEJ = cosφCJ
GxxHJ = sinφ cosφ (DJ − EJ)
GyxHJ = sin
2 φDJ + cos
2 φEJ
GzxHJ = sinφFJ
(G.13)
where
AJ = A
D
J +
∫ ∞
0
[(
J0(kρρ)kρ − J1(kρρ)
ρ
)
j ˙˜GzxEJ +
J1(kρρ)
ρ
ωµnG˜
zx
HJ
]
dkρ
BJ = B
D
J +
∫ ∞
0
[(
J0(kρρ)kρ − J1(kρρ)
ρ
)
ωµnG˜
zx
HJ +
J1(kρρ)
ρ
j ˙˜GzxEJ
]
dkρ
CJ = C
D
J + j
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)k
2
ρG˜
zx
EJdkρ
DJ = D
D
J +
∫ ∞
0
[(
J0(kρρ)kρ − J1(kρρ)
ρ
)
j ˙˜GzxHJ +
J1(kρρ)
ρ
ωnG˜
zx
EJ
]
dkρ
EJ = E
D
J +
∫ ∞
0
[(
J0(kρρ)kρ − J1(kρρ)
ρ
)
ωnG˜
zx
EJ +
J1(kρρ)
ρ
j ˙˜GzxHJ
]
dkρ
FJ = F
D
J + j
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)k
2
ρG˜
zx
HJdkρ.
(G.14)
G˜zxEJ and G˜
zx
HJ are deﬁned in Eqns. G.9 and G.10 where F
HED
Ez
and FHEDHz depend on the
respective observation and source layers, n and m.
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For n = m, FHEDEz and F
HED
Hz
are given by Eqn. 2.16, but without the e−jkmz |z−z
′| term
which represents the direct ﬁelds. As was shown in Eqn. G.5, the direct ﬁelds can be
computed analytically,
ADJ =
I
4π
e−jkmr
[(2ηm
r2
+
2
jωmr3
)
sin2 θ −
(jωµm
r
+
ηm
r2
+
1
jωmr3
)
cos2 θ
]
BDJ = −
I
4π
e−jkmr
[jωµm
r
+
ηm
r2
+
1
jωmr3
]
CDJ =
I
4π
e−jkmr
[jωµm
r
+
3ηm
r2
+
3
jωmr3
]
sin θ cos θ
DDJ = −
I
4π
e−jkmr
[jkm
r
+
1
r2
]
cos θ
EDJ = D
D
J
FDJ =
I
4π
e−jkmr
[jkm
r
+
1
r2
]
sin θ.
(G.15)
For n < m, FHEDEz and F
HED
Hz
are given by Eqn. 2.22, and all direct ﬁelds are zero; hence,
ADJ , ..., F
D
J = 0.
For n > m, FHEDEz and F
HED
Hz
are given by Eqn. 2.26, and all direct ﬁelds are zero; hence,
ADJ , ..., F
D
J = 0.
Similar to the above approach, the Green’s functions for the ﬁelds of a VED, HMD and
VMD can be computed.
G.2 Green’s Functions for the Fields of a VED
Using Eqn. 2.15, deﬁne in the spectral domain in terms of dyadic Green’s functions
G˜zzEJ = −
I
4πωn
k2ρ
kmz
F V EDEz . (G.16)
The normal ﬁeld Green’s functions can be written as the direct inverse Fourier transform
GzzEJ = F−1{G˜zzEJ}
GzzHJ = F−1{G˜zzHJ}.
(G.17)
Note that G˜zzHJ = 0 because a vertical source in a stratiﬁed medium does not produce a
vertical magnetic ﬁeld.
Using the inverse Fourier identities of A.5, and the reduced transverse ﬁeld relations
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following from Eqn. G.4,
G˜xzEJ =
1
k2ρ
jkx
˙˜GzzEJ
G˜yzEJ =
1
k2ρ
jky
˙˜GzzEJ
G˜xzHJ = −
1
k2ρ
ωkyG˜
zz
EJ
G˜yzHJ =
1
k2ρ
ωkxG˜
zz
EJ ,
(G.18)
the total electric and magnetic ﬁeld Green’s functions are
GxzEJ = cosφGJ
GyzEJ = sinφGJ
GzzEJ = HJ
GxzHJ = − sinφ IJ
GyzHJ = cosφ IJ
GzzHJ = 0
(G.19)
where the integrals GJ , HJ and IJ are given by
GJ = G
D
J −
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)
˙˜GzzEJdkρ
HJ = H
D
J +
∫ ∞
0
J0(kρρ)kρG˜
zz
EJdkρ
IJ = I
D
J + jωn
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)G˜
zz
EJdkρ.
(G.20)
Here F V EDEz , incorporated in Eqn. G.16, depends on the observation layer, n, and the
source layer, m.
For n = m, F V EDEz is given by Eqn. 2.16, but without the e
−jkmz |z−z′| term. Using Eqn. G.2,
the direct ﬁelds can be theoretically expressed in closed form
GDJ =
I
4π
e−jkmr
[jωµm
r
+
3ηm
r2
+
3
jωmr3
]
sin θ cos θ
HDJ =
I
4π
e−jkmr
[(2ηm
r2
+
2
jωmr3
)
−
(jωµm
r
+
3ηm
r2
+
3
jωmr3
)
sin2 θ
]
IDJ =
I
4π
e−jkmr
[jkm
r
+
1
r2
]
sin θ.
(G.21)
For n < m, F V EDEz is given by Eqn. 2.22, and all direct ﬁelds are zero, i.e. G
D
J , ..., I
D
J = 0.
For n > m, F V EDEz is given by Eqn. 2.26, and all direct ﬁelds are zero, i.e. G
D
J , ..., I
D
J = 0.
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G.3 Green’s Functions for the Fields of an HMD
When setting up the Sommerfeld integrals for a magnetic dipole embedded in a stratiﬁed
medium, the results obtained in Eqns. E.1, E.2 and E.3 are of greatest importance. The
ﬁrst is used to compute analytical results for the direct ﬁelds. The second and third give
the two normal components, which is essential in developing the remaining transverse
ﬁeld Green’s functions.
Applying duality and the inverse Fourier identities of A.5, the Green’s functions in the
frequency domain are obtained. For the total ﬁelds of an HMD
GxxEM = sinφ cosφ (DM − EM)
GyxEM = sin
2 φDM + cos
2 φEM
GzxEM = sinφFM
GxxHM = cos
2 φAM + sin
2 φBM
GyxHM = sinφ cosφ (AM −BM)
GzxHM = cosφCM
(G.22)
where
AM = A
D
M +
∫ ∞
0
[(
J0(kρρ)kρ − J1(kρρ)
ρ
)
j ˙˜GzxHM +
J1(kρρ)
ρ
(−ωnG˜zxEM)
]
dkρ
BM = B
D
M +
∫ ∞
0
[(
J0(kρρ)kρ − J1(kρρ)
ρ
)
(−ωnG˜zxEM) +
J1(kρρ)
ρ
j ˙˜GzxHM
]
dkρ
CM = C
D
M + j
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)k
2
ρG˜
zx
HMdkρ
DM = D
D
M +
∫ ∞
0
[(
J0(kρρ)kρ − J1(kρρ)
ρ
)
j ˙˜GzxEM +
J1(kρρ)
ρ
(−ωµnG˜zxHM)
]
dkρ
EM = E
D
M +
∫ ∞
0
[(
J0(kρρ)kρ − J1(kρρ)
ρ
)
(−ωµnG˜zxHM) +
J1(kρρ)
ρ
j ˙˜GzxEM
]
dkρ
FM = F
D
M + j
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)k
2
ρG˜
zx
EMdkρ.
(G.23)
In Eqn. G.23, the spectral domain Green’s functions are
G˜zxEM = jωµm
IA
4π
FHMDEz
kmz
m
n
(G.24)
and
G˜zxHM = j
IA
4π
FHMDHz
µm
µn
. (G.25)
FHMDEz and F
HMD
Hz
depend on the observation and source layers, namely, n and m respec-
tively.
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For n = m, FHMDEz and F
HMD
Hz
are given by Eqn. E.4, but without the e−jkmz |z−z
′| term.
When the source and observation layers are the same, the direct ﬁelds are computed
analytically, giving
ADM =
IA
4π
e−jkmr
[(2jkm
r2
+
2
r3
)
sin2 θ −
(
−k
2
m
r
+
jkm
r2
+
1
r3
)
cos2 θ
]
BDM = −
IA
4π
e−jkmr
[
−k
2
m
r
+
jkm
r2
+
1
r3
]
CDM =
IA
4π
e−jkmr
[
−k
2
m
r
+
3jkm
r2
+
3
r3
]
sin θ cos θ
DDM = −
IA
4π
e−jkmr
[ωµmkm
r
− jωµm
r2
]
cos θ
EDM = D
D
M
FDM =
IA
4π
e−jkmr
[ωµmkm
r
− jωµm
r2
]
sin θ.
(G.26)
For n < m, FHMDEz and F
HMD
Hz
are given by Eqn. E.6, and all direct ﬁelds ADM , ..., F
D
M are
zero.
For n > m, FHMDEz and F
HMD
Hz
are given by Eqn. E.10. Similarly, all direct ﬁelds are zero,
i.e., ADM , ..., F
D
M = 0.
G.4 Green’s Functions for the Fields of a VMD
The principle of duality is applied to obtain the Green’s function identities for the total
electric and magnetic ﬁelds of a VMD as
GxzEM = − sinφ IM
GyzEM = cosφ IM
GzzEM = 0
GxzHM = cosφGM
GyzHM = sinφGM
GzzHM = HM .
(G.27)
The integrals GM , HM and IM are given by
GM = G
D
M −
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)
˙˜GzzHMdkρ
HM = H
D
M +
∫ ∞
0
J0(kρρ)kρG˜
zz
HMdkρ
IM = I
D
M − jωµn
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)G˜
zz
HMdkρ
(G.28)
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where
G˜zzHM =
IA
4π
k2ρ
jkmz
F V MDHz
µm
µn
. (G.29)
In Eqn. G.29, F V MDHz depends on the observation layer, n, and the source layer, m.
For n = m, F V MDHz is given by Eqn. E.4, but without the e
−jkmz |z−z′| term which represents
the direct ﬁelds. Closed form solutions for the direct ﬁelds are
GDM =
IA
4π
e−jkmr
[
−k
2
m
r
+
3jkm
r2
+
3
r3
]
sin θ cos θ
HDM =
IA
4π
e−jkmr
[(2jkm
r2
+
2
r3
)
−
(
−k
2
m
r
+
3jkm
r2
+
3
r3
)
sin2 θ
]
IDM =
IA
4π
e−jkmr
[ωµmkm
r
− jωµm
r2
]
sin θ.
(G.30)
For n < m, F V MDHz is given by Eqn. E.6. All direct ﬁelds are zero (G
D
M , ..., I
D
M = 0).
For n > m, F V MDHz is given by Eqn. E.10. All direct ﬁelds are zero (G
D
M , ..., I
D
M = 0).
G.5 Conclusion
Green’s functions for the total electric and magnetic ﬁelds were formulated in a suitable
form to be used with the triangular method of moments. Van Tonder [24] presented
a convenient method to evaluate the total E and H ﬁelds due to currents on electric
scatterers, which can be extended to possible equivalent magnetic slot apertures. The
observation point may be in any layer and at any arbitrary distance within that layer.
Van Tonder’s formulation focussed on the computational analysis for a horizontal electric
dipole source. This may be used as a basis to extend evaluations to consider vertical
electric dipole sources as well as the combination of electric and magnetic sources.
Appendix H
Evaluation of Dipole Near-Fields
Similar to extracting static terms from the potential Green’s functions to increase con-
vergence, near-ﬁeld static terms can be extracted from the total ﬁeld Green’s functions.
The terms extracted depends on the respective source and observation layers. When
|n−m| > 1, no extraction is done and the Sommerfeld integrals remain as in Eqns. G.14,
G.20, G.23 and G.28 with all direct ﬁelds zero.
Evaluation of Electric Dipole Near-Fields
When near ﬁelds are evaluated with the source and observation points close to an interface,
near-ﬁeld singular terms can be extracted from the total ﬁeld Green’s functions. This
approach is similar to that explained in Chapter 3 Section 3.3.
When the source and observation points are in adjacent layers, |n − m| = 1, the Som-
merfeld integrals for the total ﬁeld Green’s functions in the space domain can be written
as
AJ =
I
4π
∫ ∞
0
[(
J0(kρρ)kρ − J1(kρρ)
ρ
)( j
ωn
)(
F˙HEDEz − T TM,∞J jkize−jkizs
)
+
J1(kρρ)
ρ
(−ωµnFHEDHz
kmz
µm
µn
)]
dkρ
+
I
4π
j
ωn
T TM,∞J
[ ∂2
∂s2
(e−jkir
r
)
+
1
ρ2
∂
∂s
(
e−jkis − s
r
e−jkir
)]
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BJ =
I
4π
∫ ∞
0
[(
J0(kρρ)kρ − J1(kρρ)
ρ
)(−ωµnFHEDHz
kmz
µm
µn
)
+
J1(kρρ)
ρ
( j
ωn
)(
F˙HEDEz − T TM,∞J jkize−jkizs
)]
dkρ
− I
4π
j
ωn
T TM,∞J
1
ρ2
∂
∂s
(
e−jkis − s
r
e−jkir
)
CJ =
I
4π
j
ωn
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)k
2
ρ
(
FHEDEz + sign(z − z′)T TM,∞J e−jkizs
)
dkρ
− sign(z − z′) I
4π
j
ωn
T TM,∞J e
−jkir
(
−k
2
i
r
+
3jki
r2
+
3
r3
)
sin θ cos θ
DJ =
I
4π
∫ ∞
0
[(
J0(kρρ)kρ − J1(kρρ)
ρ
)( F˙HEDHz
jkmz
µm
µn
+ sign(z − z′)T TE,∞J e−jkizs
)
+
J1(kρρ)
ρ
(
FHEDEz + sign(z − z′)T TM,∞J e−jkizs
)]
dkρ
+ sign(z − z′) I
4π
[
T TE,∞J
∂
∂s
(e−jkir
r
)
+ (T TE,∞J − T TM,∞J )
1
ρ2
(
e−jkis − s
r
e−jkir
)]
EJ =
I
4π
∫ ∞
0
[(
J0(kρρ)kρ − J1(kρρ)
ρ
)(
FHEDEz + sign(z − z′)T TM,∞J e−jkizs
)
+
J1(kρρ)
ρ
( F˙HEDHz
jkmz
µm
µn
+ T TE,∞J e
−jkizs
)]
dkρ
+ sign(z − z′) I
4π
[
T TM,∞J
∂
∂s
(e−jkir
r
)
+ (T TM,∞J − T TE,∞J )
1
ρ2
(
e−jkis − s
r
e−jkir
)]
FJ =
I
4π
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)k
2
ρ
(FHEDHz
jkmz
µm
µn
− T TE,∞J
e−jkizs
jkiz
)
dkρ
+
I
4π
T TE,∞J e
−jkir
(jki
r
+
1
r2
)
sin θ
GJ =
I
4π
j
ωn
∫ ∞
0
J1(kρρ)k
2
ρ
( F˙ V EDEz
jkmz
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Similarly, when the source and observation layers are equal, m = n, the Sommerfeld
integrals can be written as
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Evaluation of Magnetic Dipole Near-Fields
When the source and observation points are in adjacent layers, |n−m| = 1, the Sommer-
feld integrals can be written as
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Similarly, when the observation and source points are located in the same layer, n = m,
the Sommerfeld integrals for the total ﬁeld Green’s functions can be written as
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